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ABSTRACT 

Educating Conceptual Data Modelers: How to 

Avoid Misunderstanding Requirements 

Taekyung Kim 

Business School 

Seoul National University 

In this dissertation, which is comprised of three related but independent essays, I 

investigate the application of grounded theory methodology to conceptual data modeling. 

Although conceptual data modeling, largely focused on entity-relationship diagrams, has 

been a topic of interest to researchers over the past three decades, the extent to which the 

existing body of research reflects substantial and cumulative development on how to 

improve cognitive understanding during modeling activity is not entirely clear. My 

dissertation tries to address this issue by intensively focusing on application of one of 

commonly adopted qualitative research methodologies to conceptual data modeling. 

The first essay aims to clarify why and how the methodological approach from 

grounded theory research is capable of improving information systems development. 

Information systems development has been regarded as a crucial investment to achieve 

business strategic goals. Many development methodologies, project management tactics 
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have been suggested, whereas, failure rates are still beyond rational expectation. The 

most serious problem is that users come to realize that the system is not reflecting 

requirements when tangible, workable system applications are finally presented. In this 

essay, I propose that possibility of misunderstanding user requirements need to be 

seriously considered. Based on literature reviews on information systems failures and 

requirement articulation techniques, I found that approaches on analyzing problem 

domains overly focused on understanding things, and possibility of misunderstanding 

was not sufficiently considered. As a countermeasure, I reviewed the grounded theory 

approach, which is one of the famous, conservative qualitative research perspectives to 

increase understandability and decrease misunderstanding possibility. The essay 

concludes with a research agenda on how to apply the grounded theory approach to help 

information system engineers. 

The second essay evaluates the applicability of the grounded theory approach (i.e., 

analysis strategies) by conducting small laboratory examination. Conceptual modeling is 

a critical activity for developing successful business information systems. The objective 

of this study is to evaluate the possibility of applying the constant comparison method 

from the grounded theory to conceptual modeling. To achieve the objective, I trained 

novice modelers and split them into two groups for evaluation. The experimental results 

show that applying the constant comparison method could increase acceptability from 

more experienced conceptual modelers. Moreover, while the control group was 

experienced difficulties when domain knowledge is unfamiliar, the experimental group 
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could handle difficulties more effectively. In addition, applying the constant comparison 

method also decreased the time to complete analysis for conceptual modeling. 

The final essay develops a new design concept, concept magnifying, for improving 

conceptual data modeling process based on education and learning theories. Grounded 

theory is a social science theory that is rooted in empirical data. It should be noted that 

analytic method of grounded theory research is not intended to be used in requirement 

analysis or system development. In addition, training system engineers or data modelers 

as skillful grounded theory researchers may not be practical. In this essay, two design 

concepts, fortifying coherence and developing examples, are coined as a design concept 

– i.e., concept magnifying – based on education and learning theories. Fortifying 

coherence and developing examples are highly relevant to the analytic strategies of 

grounded theory research, which is known as constant comparison of coding and 

analysis. The experiment showed that implementing the suggested design concept was 

likely to increase performance of conceptual modeling. The finding highlights an 

important benefit of my approach in that emulating constant comparison of grounded 

theory yields to positive effects. The result can lead to promising new information 

technology artifacts to support conceptual data modelers. 

Keywords: conceptual data modeling, modeling process, systems development 

Student Number: 2008-30152 
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Essay 1  

Should We Understand Better for Conceptual Modeling? 

Commentary about Understanding and 

Misunderstanding 
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1. Introduction 

Information systems development has been generally guided by variant of systematic 

development procedures called methodologies. There is diversity in the specific 

guidance provided because there are a number of methodologies, each with its own 

unique set of best practices and tools to guide development (Fitzgerald, 1998). The best 

practices and tools suggested by system development methodologies are intended to 

minimize failures. Nevertheless, failure rates in real are estimated to be well above the 

half (Flyvbjerg and Budzier, 2011). 

The recent report by Flyvbjerg and Budzier (2011) on failures of information 

systems development focuses on managerial problems in investment and escalation of 

unnecessary cost. However, the question should be answered before cruelly blaming 

poor managerial skills – why do so many businesses repeat failures even if information 

systems have adopted for decades? It is difficult to imagine that businesses are 

inexperienced for managing investment projects including information systems 

development.  

Fundamentally, information systems are tools for achieving goals, such as 

maximizing revenue, minimizing cost and expanding business areas. In our common 

sense, tools are mere tools that only have to serve purposes. The failures may occur 

when those tools are not working. In the early phase of information systems 

development, user requirements are collected, analyzed and abstracted in terms of 
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conceptual modeling. Results from the conceptual modeling include business goals, 

strategic options, terminologies for communication, working procedures and so on. If 

those items are perfectly understood by system developers who are usually working 

outside a client company, an information system as a tool may sufficiently serve 

business purposes. If it is too idealistic to implement, at least, we need to find a way to 

increase the possibility of understanding and reduce the risk of misunderstanding in the 

stage of conceptual modeling. 

In this research essay, the issue of information systems failure is examined in the 

perspective of understanding and misunderstanding. Understanding information systems 

requirements correctly, completely may be the most crucial prerequisite for successful 

development. At the same time, reducing misunderstanding is equally important because 

the development of information systems is usually done by system experts, not by 

domain experts who know better about true meanings of knowledge sources and 

business purposes.  

First, concepts on understanding and misunderstanding are presented in the 

following section. Next, models of information systems failures are reviewed in the 

view of understanding and misunderstanding. In the following section, structural 

interview techniques and sentence analysis rules for understanding domain knowledge 

are presented. In addition, the section describes the fact that those techniques are 

generally lack of considering possibility of misunderstanding. Next, the grounded theory 
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approach is examined that has procedural methods to fortify understanding and reduce 

misunderstanding. Based on the previous arguments, research directions are discussed in 

the conclusion. 

2. Understanding and Misunderstanding 

2.1. General Definition 

The term, ‘understanding’ may be one the most frequently used words in information 

system development projects. Imagine if we do not understand what the requirement is, 

how can we develop a purposeful information system to meet customer’s needs? In term 

of etymology, ‘understand’ is rooted in ‘understandan,’ which stands for ‘standing in the 

midst of.’ Understanding is an activity to comprehend different meanings and try to 

synthesize them into a unified framework, a conceptual model. 

Since human being uses language as a sophisticated tool to communicate with 

others, understanding new concepts from people or written documents is highly 

associated with how to understand lingual expressions, sentences. In producing lingual 

expressions, people presumably map from their intended underlying meaning onto 

actual lingual representation that is written or uttered as a series of words. In 

understanding the representation, a person needs to conduct a reversed process; that is, 

listeners or readers must be able to break a sentence into appropriate chunks of words 

and apply some kinds of rules and/or heuristic strategies to try to derive the most 
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appropriate meaning. 

Many psychologists interested in ‘understanding’ have focused especially on text 

comprehension, because even the same text can be presented to many different 

individuals (Medin et al., 2005). It is difficult to create precisely the same 

communication situation of utterance. In addition, by using text, there are a number of 

aspects of natural speech, such as gestures and intonation patterns that do not have to be 

considered (Kellogg, 1995; Medin et al., 2005). It should be noted that relevant 

contextual knowledge is a prerequisite for understanding text or verbal expressions 

(Bransford and Johnson, 1972). 

2.2. Misunderstanding 

In many situations, one sees the same patterns of similar cases that have very different 

meanings in fact. People invoke the way of understanding a new thing based on recent 

or familiar cases. One may believe that using previous knowledge is effective and safe 

in general. It may be true, or it may be not. For example, a person can eat a mushroom. 

But, if we do not know there is a kind of poison mushroom, the eater may be at a fatal 

risk.  

‘Misunderstanding’ refers to a failure to properly understand information. When a 

listener fails to understand information from a speaker, we can surely say that she or he 

misunderstood. However, one can misunderstand other’s information even if 
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communication participants all agree that the information message is delivered properly. 

To explain the reasons of misunderstanding, Perkins and Simmons (1988) identified four 

key frames: the content frame, the problem-solving frame, the epistemic frame, and the 

inquiry frame.  

First, the content frame contains factual things, definitions and algorithmic 

information. A learner should understand the content precisely; however, he or she does 

not approach learning materials new to them with empty minds. The learner can easily 

bring preconceptions that often rival and override new concepts of the content frame. 

Moreover, newly obtained knowledge is most likely to be ‘inert.’ Namely, a learner can 

understand words, but easily fail to keep them in mind. 

Second, the problem-solving frame contains domain specific and general problem 

solving strategies. In this frame, misunderstanding occurs when a learner tries to use it 

without fully understanding problem-solving mechanisms. We can observe frequently 

trial and error hinders true understanding. Although the learner is able to solve locally 

defined problems with the tactic, subtle changes can decrease performance significantly. 

Another common tactic learners adopt for coping with the flux of new information is to 

develop ‘template-like responses’ to particular cases, without much grasping the 

foundations. If the strategy is not matched to the new situation, learners’ responses fall 

into stereotyped answers. 
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Third, the epistemic frame incorporates domain specific and general norms. Within 

a well-developed domain, the facts in the content frame are valid by the measure of the 

norms in the epistemic frame. However, human’s intuition sometimes hinders to 

accumulate those norms, axioms, principles that are necessarily required to draw right 

conclusions. Especially, the possibility of misunderstanding increases when wrong 

intuition is well corresponding to actual phenomenon. For example, we know that there 

is gravity force to attract things between mass objects. In addition, the force should be 

equally applied to all substances. However, people can easily observe that a feather is 

airborne longer than a heavy iron ball. Intuitively, the observation is attributed to the 

difference of weight. In fact, the answer is wrong. Because of air resistance, the feather’s 

falling speed is diminished. 

Finally, the inquiry frame includes domain specific, general beliefs and strategies 

that work to extend and challenge the knowledge within a particular domain. The 

inquiry frame encompasses knowledge and attitudes having to do with (a) extending a 

theory or framework beyond its usual scope and (b) challenging elements of a theory or 

framework. In knowledge, there is always a possibility of pitfall, exception and 

alternative explanation due to human’s bounded rationality. However, a learner may fail 

to challenge existing knowledge application. If the knowledge she or he has is limited 

within boundary conditions, application of the knowledge also needs to be understood 

with the conditions. Misunderstanding variations of knowledge application can be 

happened when boundary conditions are not sufficiently identified or the learner ignores 
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new information about those conditions. 

Understanding domain knowledge may be the most important prerequisite for 

developing an information system. At the same time, avoiding misunderstanding may be 

the most necessary constraint for reducing a failure rate. Some misunderstood concepts 

can be found in the early stage of system development process; but, some misunderstood 

things can be highlighted in the later when an end-user reports them. 

2.3. Conditions of Conceptual Modeling Quality and Understanding 

Conceptual modeling is an activity to extract and abstract real world knowledge using a 

formal representation tool. If a modeler understands knowledge sources and the 

modeling tool, we expect that the quality of conceptual model should be high. Reversely, 

the high quality conceptual modeling means the high level of achievement in 

understanding knowledge sources. 

To illustrate the relationship between understanding and conceptual modeling 

quality, I want to cite Olivé (2007)’s arguments on conceptual modeling quality. In his 

thought, high quality conceptual modeling should be complete, which means all relevant 

aspects including both of static and dynamic aspects with regard to the universe of 

discourse need to be described in a conceptual model. The rationale behind this principle 

is that a conceptual model is the definition of the general domain knowledge that the 

information system needs to perform its function; therefore, the conceptual model must 
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have all the required knowledge. 

Next, a high quality conceptual model is correct. If the knowledge that it defines is 

true for the domain and relevant to the functions that the system must perform, we can 

conclude that the conceptual model is correct. In addition, a conceptual model is written 

by using conceptual modeling syntax; therefore, modeling grammar should be aligned 

with actual representation faithfully. Although the syntactic correctness of a conceptual 

model is independent of the domain, it affects readability and communication efficacy. 

It should be noted that completeness and correctness are not exhaustive conditions 

of a high quality conceptual model. Rather than that, those are necessary conditions of 

usable conceptual models. Logically, those conditions are associated with the level of 

understanding domain knowledge and modeling syntax. Understanding written or 

uttered linguistic expressions is crucial for a conceptual modeler to develop a high 

quality conceptual model. One thing evokes our curiosity is whether or not 

misunderstanding knowledge sources or modeling syntax affect the modeling quality 

detrimentally. 

3. Failure and Understanding 

The issue of information failure has received notable attention in the information system 

literature. To highlight the importance of increasing understanding and decreasing 

misunderstanding possibility, traditional models of system development failures are 
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reviewed in this section. 

3.1. Four Roots of Failures 

Lyytinen and Hirschheim (1987) define four major categories of information systems 

failures: correspondence failure, process failure, interaction failure and expectation 

failure.  

First, correspondence failure occurs when implemented systems are not met 

designed goals. If the results of system use do not correspond to intended objectives, the 

system is considered a failure. To measure the system’s performance, it is generally 

believed that design goals and requirements can be specified clearly in advance, and that 

their achievements can be accurately measured by objective instruments. 

Secondly, a process failure occurs when an information system is not able to be 

developed within a limited, given budget, and/or time schedule. There are two likely 

results of process failure. First, a developed system is not workable. Second, an 

information system is developed with massive overspending in both financial resources 

and time, thus negating the global benefits of adopting the system. 

Next, interaction failure is related to the level of end-user usage of an information 

system. If users’ attitude is negative on the system, the performance of the usable system 

may be low. However, heavy usage does not necessarily mean high user satisfaction and 
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improved task performance, and there is little empirical evidence supporting such a 

claim. Nonetheless, frequent interaction with the system does represent that users select 

the system among other alternatives; thereby, a new system may be regarded as a 

relative failure if it cannot substitute the old one. 

Finally, the notion of expectation failure views information systems failure as the 

inability of a system to satisfy requirements, expectations, or objectives. In other words, 

expectation failure is perceived as the difference between the actual and desired 

situation for the members of a particular stakeholder group. The detail information on 

the notion of expectation failure is explained in the next section. In this part, I want to 

stress, unlike the other three notations, that expectation failure is rather holistically 

viewed as an inability of achieving intended goals. 

3.2. Expectation Failure 

Lyytinen (1988) suggest a new notation about information systems development failures, 

coined by ‘expectation failure.’ That is, failure is defined by an ability of satisfying 

stakeholders’ expectations. It is a gap between stakeholders’ expectations expressed in 

some ideal or standard and the actual performance. The concept poses that a 

development failure concerns stakeholders who have a vested interest in the IS. The 

interests may originate from advantage that accrues from controlling valuable and scarce 

resources including financial and human assets in organizations. 
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In the literature, Lyytinen argues that the expectation failure represents a pluralistic 

and political account of IS failure. Firstly, since it assumes that IS failures depend on the 

plural values that stakeholders behold, the expectation failure is pluralistic. Secondly, 

the expectation failure is political because most information systems development 

failures can be resolved through political means such as bargaining, compromises, truce 

and bribery at worse. 

 Based on the abovementioned notations, Lyytinen (1988) indicates there are two 

major categories to explain information systems development failures as shown in Table 

1. The failure dimensions in the list are not necessarily complete. Nevertheless, it 

provides an insight on how to articulate information systems development failures. 

Table 1. Dimensions of Expectation Failure (Lyytinen 1988), pp. 46-47 

Dimension Description 

Development Failure 

Goals A stakeholder’s inability to state goals that are not ambiguous, 
narrow, conflicting and can be operationalized 

Technology A stakeholder’s inability to choose and implement technology 
so that design is cost-effective due to organizational policies, 
prior decisions etc. A stakeholder’s inability to avoid risks of 
technology change 

Economy A stakeholder’s inability to calculate accurately the economic 
impact of the system and to provide sound theoretical 
foundations 

View of Organization A stakeholder’s inability to predict behavioral, psychological, 
and organizational impacts of the IS 
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Process 
Characteristics 

A stakeholder’s inability to participate in development that 
provides chances to influence, to communicate and to express 
authentically opinions. A stakeholder’s inability to control and 
evaluate the quality of the IS from their point of view 

Self-Image A stakeholder’s inability to understand all aspects of IS design 
and the bias to regard it as a rational process 

IS Use Failure 

Technical Solution A stakeholder’s inability to design and operate a technical 
solution that is fast, easy to use, and reliable 

Data Problems A stakeholder’s inability to maintain data that is correct, has 
relevance, and is comprehensible 

Conceptual Problems A stakeholder’s inability to solve their actual problems by the 
IS 

People’s Reactions A stakeholder’s inability to develop an IS without adverse 
effects on work, power shifts, or change in the job 
qualifications and content 

Complexity Problems A stakeholder’s inability to create solutions that are not too 
complex to manage, understand, maintain, operate and change 

 

Using a survey methodology, Lyytinen (1988) identifies general lack of goals, 

process characteristics, and the self-image of system design largely explains failures. 

Therefore, accurately defined problems, well-structured and analyst-centered design 

processes and clear communications about user needs are much emphasized to avoid 

failures. 

3.3. Other Failure Explanations 

Flowers (1996) argues that developed software should be a failure if one of these 
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following cases occurs: (1) when the system as a whole does not operate as expected 

and its overall performance is sub-optimal; (2) if, on implementation, it does not 

perform as originally intended or if it is so user-hostile that it is rejected by users and 

under-utilized; (3) if, the cost of the development exceeds any benefits the system may 

bring throughout its useful life; or (4) due to problems with the complexity of the system, 

or the management of the project, the software development is abandoned before it is 

completed. 

There is a peculiar perspective on system failure. Sauer (1993) proposes that 

systems should be considered as a failure if and only if there is a development or 

operation ‘termination.’ In assumption, the goal of system existence is to survive in 

competition of substitution. Naturally, business environment changes as time goes by. If 

a system fails to meet strategic goals to react the changes, the system will be replaced. 

On the other hand, if a system is removed while supporting the system is still valid, we 

can infer that the management team decides the system is failed to meet future 

requirements. This approach describes the achievement of survival through acting on the 

environment so as to obtain necessary resources that in turn support the system’s 

continued operations. In other words, a system is not considered a failure as long as it 

survives and continues to attract support in resources. 

3.4. Summary 

Table 2 summarizes sources of failure. In the table, each item is identified by two 
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aspects of failure sources: misunderstanding and management. It shows that 

misunderstanding is equally treated as an important source of failure as management 

problems. If system analysts and developers misunderstand user’s requirement and 

intended usage, the implemented system may not be useful. The conclusion is simple 

and straightforward; however, it shows an important insight. Since it is unlikely to start 

a system development project without mutual understanding between designer groups 

and client groups, the fact that misunderstanding is a primary source of failure is 

discrepant. 

Table 2. Source of Failure 

Source of Failure Failure Reference 

 

M
is

u
n

d
er

st
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d
in

g 

M
an

ag
em

en
t 

 

Symbol: 

◐ partially relevant 

● fully relevant 

Correspondence Issue ●  Lyytinen & Hirschheim (1987), Flowers (1996) 

Process Issue  ● Lyytinen & Hirschheim (1987), Flowers (1996) 

Interaction Issue ●  Lyytinen & Hirschheim (1987), Flowers (1996) 

Expectation Issue 

(Development) 
◐ ◐ Lyytinen (1988) 

Expectation Issue 

(IS Use) 
◐ ◐ Lyytinen (1988) 
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Termination Issue  ● Sauer (1993) 

4. Approach of Requirement Elicitation 

Failures occur because of problems of misunderstanding and/or management. Handling 

management problems may require organizational efforts to control financial budget, 

increase learning capability for system use, and motivate users to adopt a new system. 

Those are rather explicit, detectable so that business managers can make a 

countermeasure plan in the early of the system development, whereas, misunderstanding 

is not easily predicated, identified and controlled. Requirement elicitation refers to an 

activity to bring out hidden knowledge from an expert and/or a written document. To 

develop an information system based on complete, collect understanding of domain 

knowledge, theorists have suggested various requirement elicitation strategies. In this 

section, ‘structural interview techniques’ and the ‘coherence method’ are reviewed. 

Those elicitation techniques aim to minimize understanding errors and maximize 

quantity of captured knowledge. In addition, Chen (1983)’s English sentence analysis 

rules are examined. Although the rules are not intended to elicit knowledge from domain 

experts, Chen (1983)’s rules have been commonly adopted to understand written 

documents for developing an entity-relationship model, which is commonly used for 

implementing relational database systems. Based on the reviews, relevance to the 

concept, understanding and weaknesses of those efforts are discussed at the end. 
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4.1. Interviewing and Requirement Elicitation 

The interview technique continues to be widely used for understanding user 

requirements in developing conceptual models. Agarwal and Tanniru (1990) tested 

whether or not the structured knowledge acquisition interview would result in better 

outcomes comparing with the unstructured interview. While the word ‘interview’ may 

has many different connotations, there is general agreement that the primary aim of 

doing an interview is effective communication. The major advantages of interviewing 

knowledge experts or domain clients are its ability to assist in issue clarification through 

repeated probing by the interviewer and the fact that it can provide for immediate, 

reliable feedback. 

The interview strategy suggested by Agarwal and Tanniru (1990) is based on a 

model of the decision-making activity for knowledge acquisition. In order to assist 

interviewees, information cues for recalling previous knowledge are continuously 

suggested. This method should focus the questioning of the interviewees and reduce 

extraction time of knowledge. Moreover, the process of ‘cued recall,’ with the structured 

questions providing the cues, should yield more effective and efficient outcomes. 

Systematic interviewing technique is also found in Browne and Rogich (2001). 

They discuss relevant theories about information requirements determination and 

knowledge elicitation. Based on the result of discussion, a model of requirements 

elicitation model is suggested. In the model, there are two problem spaces: user’s 
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problem space and analyst’s problem space. The basic purpose of interview is to link 

those separate spaces for producing a complete, clean requirement document. In 

assumption, a system development can be better performed if the requirement document 

contains relevant, purified information. 

 Browne and Rogich (2001) adopt ‘generic requirement categories’ to determine 

prompting interview questions including subcategories of goal level requirements, 

process level requirements, task level requirements and information level requirements. 

In detail, the technique is operationalized as a set of directed questions including two 

types of prompts: substantive prompts and procedural prompts. Substantive prompts are 

aimed at eliciting specific types of requirements. Procedural prompts are designed to 

elicit information that subjects might otherwise not evoke due to cognitive obstacles. 

For example, the question, “What would your customers want the system to do?” is a 

kind of substantive prompt. On the other hand, the question, “What would your 

customers not want to use the system?” is a kind of procedural prompt that evokes a 

causal counterargument. The performance of using the prompting questions was 

measured by comparing usual interrogatories and semantic prompting techniques that 

included a set of questions on meanings of words. An experiment shows that the use of 

the elicitation prompting technique yields a greater quantity of requirements (Browne 

and Rogich, 2001). 
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4.2. Coherence Method in Developing Knowledge-based Systems 

Knowledge-based system is referred as an information technology that manages 

knowledge items to solve problems at a skill level comparable to human experts. A 

process, called knowledge acquisition, is a mixture of obtaining the expert’s knowledge 

to build knowledge repositories for the system. 

Abdul-Gader and Kozar (1990) suggest a procedural way of extracting domain 

knowledge from experts and organizing them into a computer understandable form 

using the Coherence Method. To achieve high level of validity and reliability in 

knowledge acquisition, the Coherence Method adopts Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

planning theory and coherence theory. Comparing with unstructured and informal 

interview techniques, Abdul-Gader and Kozar (1990) insist, the Coherence Method is 

proved useful in facilitating the understanding of expert’s knowledge. 

The first ground of the Coherence Method is AI planning theory. With the theory, 

analyzing the universe of discourse, i.e., the space of knowledge presence requires an 

explicit plan to determine central goals and problem-solving procedures. Al theorists 

view problem solving as executing a plan that selects procedures or actions to reduce the 

observed gap between the desired state and the current state. It is posed that the plans 

are cognitive and generic knowledge structures with regard to human action and 

reactions as well as stereotypical events. Frames, stereotypes and schemas are 

commonly used to refer those kinds of knowledge structures. In terms of comprehending 
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given text of knowledge or expertise, frames or schemas can guide interpretation. Plans 

are generated by successive segmentation of the frame. Until the primitive actions of the 

system are reached to separable classes, cognitive modulation of plans sustains. 

Humans use a language to represent knowledge. At the symbolic level, this 

linguistic kind of representation is useful in extracting knowledge codes because there 

are clues to determine relationships between knowledge concepts. Abdul-Gader and 

Kozar (1990) suggest that the Coherence Theory can explain how to analyze sentences. 

In analyzing sentences about knowledge sources, the Coherence Theory assumes two 

levels of structures: the micro-structure level and the macro-structure level. Micro-

structure level analysis deals with the semantic relations between various clauses in a 

sentence or between two adjacent sentences. For example, if "since" or “because” can be 

inserted between the two segments, there is a strong possibility of causal relationship. At 

the macro-structure level of analysis, a group of sentences or paragraphs are investigated. 

The aim of the analysis is to identify the main theme of the text and to explain how this 

central theme is developed by adding information. 

Table 3 shows steps of the Coherence Method. In Step 1, a knowledge engineer 

identifies roles to build plans. In the next step, knowledge sources are analyzed based on 

the plans by using sentence coherence elements. Finally, results are synthesized around a 

main theme. 
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Table 3. Step of the Coherence Method (Abdul-Gader & Kozar, 1990) 

Step Description Key Activity 

1 

Development of a world 
plan 

A knowledge engineer must be aware of which 
role the expert is assuming, much like we must 
know what role an individual is assuming in real 
life experiences to understand the person’s 
behavior. 

2 
Investigation of the 
internal structure of the 
discourse 

First, the engineer segment the text such that the 
basic actions of the plan. The next task is to 
examine the semantic relationships within and 
between segments. 

3 
Investigation of the 
macro-structure of the 
discourse 

Sorting and determining central concepts are 
required to delimitate the main theme. The 
primary aim of this step is to synthesize 
fragmented results of previous steps. 

4.3. Sentence Analysis Tactic 

The entity-relationship (ER) diagrams have been regarded as one of most widely 

accepted conceptual modeling techniques. It is a graphic way of representing entity, 

relationship and attribute to abstract real world concepts. Since diagrams are very simple, 

it is believed that even ordinary managers and end-users can understand the design 

thereby increasing possibility of communication. 

Chen (1983) argues that English sentences can be converted into ER diagrams 

conveniently. He adds that the insisted rules are very useful since many requirements in 

a document form can be deciphered without much effort. Table 4 shows eleven rules 

suggested by Chen (1983). 
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Table 4. Eleven Rules of English Sentence Analysis for ER Modeling 

Rule Description 

1 A common noun (such as “person,” “chair”) in English corresponds to an 
entity type in an ER diagram. 

2 A transitive verb in English corresponds to a relationship type in an ER 
diagram 

3 An adjective in English corresponds to an attribute of an entity in an ER 
diagram. 

4 An adverb in English corresponds to an attribute of a relationship in an ER 
diagram. 

5 If the sentence has the form: “There are . . . X in Y,” we can convert it into 
the equivalent form “Y has . . . X.” 

6 If the English sentence has the form “The X of Y is Z” and if Z is a proper 
noun, we may treat X as a relationship between Y and Z. In this case, both 
Y and Z represent entities. 

7 If the English sentence has the form “The X of Y is Z” and if Z is not a 
proper noun, we may treat X as an attribute of Y. In this case, Y represents 
an entity (or a group of entities), and Z represents a value. 

8 The objects of algebraic or numeric operations can be considered as 
attributes. 

9 A gerund in English corresponds to a relationship-converted entity type in 
ER diagrams. 

10 A clause in English is a high-level entity type abstracted from a group of 
interconnected low-level entity and relationship types in ER diagrams. 

11 A sentence in English corresponds to one or more entity types connected 
by a relationship type, in which each entity type can be decomposed 
(recursively) into low-level entity types interconnected by relationship 
types. 

The rules in this table is summary of Chen (1983)’s corresponding method of English 
sentence analysis for ER modeling shown in Chen (1983, pp. 130-137). 
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The method suggested by Chen (1983) may be useful in translating English 

sentences to diagram representations. Especially, those rules can be implemented in 

artificial intelligence systems. Therefore, if the argument of Chen (1983) is reliable and 

sound, the eleven rules should produce conceptual models efficiently and effectively 

using a large amount of documents. 

4.4 Summary 

In this section, two studies on structural interview techniques and the coherence method 

are examined. The common finding of those studies is that using a structural interview 

technique is more helpful in eliciting knowledge from human sources. Since an 

interviewer can use a systematic way of interviewing others, she or he may feel easy to 

keep the conversation. On the other hand, the interviewee may be comfortable to answer 

questions because of suggested clues that are intended to help recollection. Chen’s rules 

of analyzing English sentences are explicit, easy to understand. If his argument is correct 

and really useful, using an automatic analyzer, a large amount of documents can be 

quickly converted to conceptual models that are expected to include more abstract, 

generalizable concepts. Table 5 summarizes the discussion on relevance to 

understanding and weaknesses. 

Table 5. Summary of Requirement Articulation Techniques 

Reference Relevance to Understanding Weakness 

Structural More structured interview methods Those techniques do not 
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Interview 
Technique 

are helpful in eliciting knowledge 
from human sources 

consider possibility of 
misunderstanding. 

The methods are not tested 
to develop conceptual 
models. 

Coherence 
Method 

The coherence method adopts a two 
folded analysis procedure: micro- 
and macro-level analysis; hence, it 
provides more systematic way of 
coding and analyzing data. The 
systematic approach increases 
auditability. As a result, the method 
is helpful in understanding domain 
knowledge. 

The technique does not 
consider possibility of 
misunderstanding. 

The method is not tested to 
develop conceptual models. 

Chen’s Rule 

The eleven rules are easy to 
understand and intuitive. If those 
rules are valid, an automatic analyzer 
can be developed based on them. 

The technique does not 
consider possibility of 
misunderstanding. 

The structural interview techniques, the coherence method and Chen’s rules can 

contribute to increase the extent of understanding domain knowledge thus reducing 

failure of information system development. Nevertheless, those methods do not utter a 

possibility of misunderstanding and a countermeasure for it. Misunderstanding is not the 

mere antonym of understanding. Misunderstanding is incomplete, misdirected, and 

precarious understanding. The limitation of not considering the possibility of 

misunderstanding may be rooted in the lack of a clear definition of conducting analysis 

– putting ourselves in domain knowledge providers’ shoes. We need a more clear and 

reliable way of coding and analyzing linguistic sources of domain knowledge to increase 

the extent of understanding, and minimize the possibility of misunderstanding. 
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5. Grounded Theory and Understanding 

Understanding people, culture and social phenomena is a basic, fundamental action for 

social scientists. Especially, qualitative research tradition has been regarded 

‘understanding’ as the most crucial factor of theorizing hidden social interactions 

(Strauss, 1987). However, trying to understand implicit, tacit elements includes any 

possibilities of misunderstanding. In this section, the grounded theory research 

methodology (the grounded theory approach in short) is examined. The qualitative 

research methodology has been known for its rigorous, powerful procedure of 

discovering theories rooted in unstructured empirical data. Since it has been adopted for 

decades and survived, there may be an insightful idea to deal with understanding and 

misunderstanding issues at the same time. 

The grounded theory (GT) has been adopted to understand empirical data in order 

to extract rooted theories that affect a social phenomenon. It should be admitted that GT 

research does not aim to develop a conceptual model for information system 

development. GT research primarily targets to produce useful, rich theoretical 

explanations on social events. Nevertheless, the process of inquiry is similar to 

developing conceptual models in that (1) GT research uses data rooted in the real world 

domain, (2) its final outcome is an abstract model of phenomenon; and (3) the process of 

understanding knowledge sources require a systematic coding effort. Therefore, I 

believe that examining the GT method will provide a useful insight on conceptual 

modeling. When we refer to the grounded theory, there are two different meanings: a 
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methodology for generating a theory, and a substantive theory from the GT methodology. 

In order to distinguish those two, I want to use the GT acronym to indicate the former. 

The GT approach is used to generate a substantive theory, which means a theory 

that is rooted in specific mechanisms, contexts or environments. Generally, the GT is 

associated with qualitative research methods. The construction of a grounded theory 

relies on a systematic analysis of qualitative data, to theorize about “what is it that is 

happening here?” The result is a theory that is grounded in empirical evidence, rather 

than developed from existing conceptual frameworks.  

5.1. Grounded Theory Method 

Originally, the GT was devised to develop and integrate a set of ideas and hypotheses in 

an integrated theory that accounts for behavior in any substantive area (Glaser and 

Strauss, 1967). To explain features of the GT approach briefly, the following sections 

comprise of information on how to collect data, how to analyze data, and how to build 

theories sequentially. 

Data Collection: As the GT approach is rather an overall framework explaining how to 

generate theory that is grounded in empirical observations, it allows the researcher to 

select data collection methods that match the specific context of the research problems. 

As Strauss (1987) pointed out, there are many sources of data beyond observation alone. 

Existing GT studies in the IS field used data generation methods such as individual 
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interview (e.g., Seeley and Targett, 1997; Work, 2002), ethnography (e.g., Ribes and 

Finholt, 2009), some forms of action research (e.g., Baskerville and Pries-Heje, 1999), 

informal conversations (e.g., Goulielmos, 2004), focus group interview (e.g.., Palka et 

al., 2009), or document analysis (e.g., Lundell and Lings, 2003). To make data from 

these very different sources compatible and to document the research process, GT-based 

research generally relies on written materials that document the grounds from which the 

theory will emerge.  

Coding Method: In general terms, ‘coding’ can be depicted as a process of describing 

and summarizing the detailed materials using more abstract and general terms. This 

process is crucial since it allows a qualitative researcher to extract the underlying 

concepts that will help build grounded, substantive theory. The coding process is done in 

three interrelated steps: open, axial and selective coding. First, ‘open coding’ is 

concerned with the principal identification of codes from the text describing the 

observations in the field or containing transcribed interview data. Second, after all 

passages of the text have been exhaustively coded, ‘axial coding’ targets at the 

identification of the underlying, theoretical categories, their properties, and the 

relationships among them. A theoretical perspective can facilitate the identification 

process. In such a setting, the investigator will generally look not just for the 

phenomenon itself, but will also pay attention to causal conditions, intervening 

conditions, actions/reactions, consequences, and the context of his or her observed 

phenomenon (Markus and Robey, 1988). Finally, once categories and their properties 
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have been established, ‘selective coding’ will identify main categories that are central to 

the understanding of the observed phenomenon.  

Generating Substantive Theory: A substantive theory is generated by a researcher 

when core conceptual categories and their relationships are defined clearly and 

exhaustively. It is noted that these patterns are made explicit through the generation of 

theoretical memos as the analysis proceeds. In addition, analytical codes, relationships, 

and attributes are constantly compared across and between further data samples to 

understand how the emerging theory is reinforced or altered by new evidence. This 

process of ‘constant comparison’ also guides further data collection, as inductive 

analysis suggests specific contexts or conditions in which the theory may apply, or 

reveals discrepancies between data samples that need clarification. Data collection and 

analysis continue in an iterative fashion until the researcher feels that theoretical 

saturation (the point of diminishing returns from further data analysis) has been 

researched. In each time, a researcher becomes more sensitive to new theory grounded 

in data because she or he is able to understand concepts better based on the previous 

results. <Figure 1> summarizes the GT approach. 
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Figure 1. Concepts of the Grounded Theory Approach 

5.2. How to Reduce Misunderstanding 

The GT approach does not specifically indicate which types of data collection, interview 

technique should be adopted. In the case of the structured interview techniques reviewed 

previous (Agarwal and Tanniru, 1990; Browne and Rogich, 2001), the merit of adopting 

a specific kind of interview technique may result in better knowledge extraction. The GT 

approach seems to be treating the result of those studies as a less significant one (Corbin 

and Strauss, 2008; Strauss 1987). It much stresses the procedure of coding raw data and 

analyzing coded data constantly until a final result, i.e., a plausible substantive theory, is 

saturated (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The coherence method suggested by Abdul-Gader 

and Kozar (1990) resembles the GT approach in that the coherence method starts from 
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micro-level coding. However, the method does not focus on comparison, memoing, and 

abstracting codes. The eleven rules by Chen (1983) may be far apart from the GT 

approach since there are no procedural constraints on use of the rules. 

Basically, the GT approach assumes that a mutual relationship between an 

interviewer and an interviewee has a great effect on research. The term, ‘rapport,’ refers 

to a harmonious relationship in interview. The extent of having positive rapport may 

increase possibility of extracting hidden stories, evoking memory, and saying frankly 

unpleasant truth (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). A structured interview may increase 

performance of GT research (Burnard, 1991). However, the progress of developing 

theories can be hampered by low level of rapport with any kinds of interview technique 

(Kelly, 2007). Openness to the problem of interviewees is crucial to understand 

meanings of interviewed data (Burnard, 1991; Kelly, 2007). More importantly, well-

formed attitude of trying to understand meanings of data affect the quality of abstraction, 

theory development (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). 

The perspective of the GT approach is centric to increasing the extent of 

understanding, and reducing the possibility of misunderstanding. From open coding to 

selective coding, a researcher is required to be sensitive to newly obtained meanings of 

data. By constantly comparing previous results to the new ones, the researcher can 

adjust his or her thought in order to clearly understand a social phenomenon of interest. 

Memoing can be a primary, useful tool for keeping the researcher aware of 
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misunderstood things because she or he can test whether or not assumptions on 

theoretical relationships are credible. In information systems development, 

documentation may be critically important for error detection. However, studies on the 

effect of writing memos for self-correction are few so far in the area of conceptual 

modeling. 

6. Conclusion 

The general goal of this essay is to discuss the importance of understanding and 

misunderstanding in information systems development. Specifically, the purpose is to 

evaluate whether or not the grounded theory (GT) approach is able to provide an insight 

to improve understanding and decrease possibility of misunderstanding. This essay 

furthers our understandings of conceptual modeling issues in that (1) studies on system 

development failure have commonly indicated understanding as a crucial factor; (2) 

requirement elicitation techniques need to seriously consider misunderstanding 

problems; and (3) the GT approach may be useful in improving conceptual modeling 

process by providing a systematic way of understanding a phenomenon and reducing the 

extent of misunderstanding. 

It is worth to note that the GT approach may be used to elicit knowledge sources 

from domain experts in a real project (Pidgeon, 1991). However, there have been few 

studies on how and why the GT approach is useful in discovering concepts and 

relationships for conceptual data modeling. Moreover, the GT approach has been 
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developed and highlighted in the context of social science research rather than in terms 

of a general purpose tool for understanding global phenomena including requirement 

understanding. Therefore, there is a further need for investigating the applicability of the 

GT approach to conceptual modeling. 

To motivate further research, two research questions on applying the grounded 

theory are presented as follow. The first question is, “Does the use of grounded theory 

produce reliable conceptual models?” It is usually expected that system developers, 

analyzers and designer are experts in computing, not social science research. They are 

not research trainees. On the other hand, the GT approach has been developed and 

taught in the area of theory development. Therefore, validating whether or not the GT 

approach is susceptible to be used by system development stakeholders is the most 

important question. Specifically, we need to find out the GT approach can be adopted by 

a novice conceptual modeler. If the novice who is trained by the GT approach can 

produce conceptual models that are acceptable by more experienced modelers, the GT 

approach may have a value of improving conceptual modeling quality. In addition, it is 

perceived as a generally great tool for education of novices who are normally lack of 

both of modeling skills and analysis ones. 

Second, we can ask the question, “What factors affect the extent of understanding 

and misunderstanding in the context of adopting the GT approach?” As we discussed 

previously, the GT approach is not intended to be used in conceptual modeling. Instead 
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of that, the approach has been developed to assist a researcher to understand better a 

focal phenomenon. The principle of constant coding and analysis is perceived as a 

useful behavioral guideline to achieve the goal. In addition, making memos is an 

important strategy to keep away from misunderstanding while conducting grounded 

theory research. Indeed, the constant comparison of previously developed codes and the 

current analysis is a similar normative principle comparing with the action to increase 

coherence of analysis. And, making memos, i.e., memoing, can be understood by 

producing partial conceptual models to test assumption on a final representation. If those 

strategies extracted from the GT approach, increasing coherence and producing 

examples during conceptual modeling, are susceptible to increase performance of 

conceptual modeling significantly, we may conclude that the strategies are useful in 

conceptual modeling. 
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Essay 2 

Study on the Use of the Constant Comparison Method: 

Lessons from Training Novice Modelers 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper, we examine the impact of applying conducting constant comparison 

principles to conceptual modeling. Traditionally, conceptual modeling has been regarded 

as a crucial step for information system design. Conceptual modeling identifies what 

data is important and what data should be maintained. In addition, the activity helps 

establish a common ground on which users and developers can communicate to one 

another about desirable functions. 

Information systems may include sets of concepts people use to organize 

knowledge about domains. Those concepts are manifested as entities or classes in 

information system development, and appear in information technologies such as 

databases and software applications. Therefore, searching for better ways to discover 

those elements can help improve performance of conceptual modeling (Parsons and 

Wand, 2010). Thus, properly identifying and stating a process of obtaining articulated 

concepts from the domain is critically important to the success of conceptual modeling 

for IS projects, and hence of equally vital concern to both clients and system designers. 

Empirically, we have seen conceptual modeling performance is highly associated 

with modeler’s experiences. The more time and resources they spend on a specific 

domain, the more cognitive clues they have for discovering valuable information. 

Experiences can make modelers accumulate useful patterns that are helpful in reducing 

information overload for analyzing domain knowledge. Nevertheless, information 
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systems scholars have given little attention to accumulating procedural knowledge on 

how to improve the performance of modeler’s cognitive process. What kinds of 

principles should be kept? How can IS institutes train modelers to ready for handling 

difficulties in understanding domain knowledge? More importantly, what does happen if 

we try to add a procedural method to a conceptual modeling task? 

Answering to the questions may be complicated. It may be true if a conceptual 

modeler has lots of experiences in a specific domain, she may be comfortable to 

understand users’ requirements thus modeling them more successfully. But, for a 

modeler who is lack of experiences may be confused when she has to deal with 

unfamiliar domains. Sometimes, even an experienced modeler should observe a familiar 

domain carefully because knowledge is constantly changing.  

Based on the research motivation, we try to answer to the question: “Does the 

constant comparison method can increase performance of conceptual modeling?” 

Originated from grounded theory research methodology, the constant comparison 

method aims to discover theories directly from empirical data usually reported by people 

situated in unfamiliar context by extracting concepts and relationships from the 

transcripts. By constantly, recursively comparing work-in-progress results, the 

researcher can narrow down the focus to more general and articulated concepts and the 

associations. The use of grounded theory methodology is a journey to understand facts 

and experiences that are difficult to be unveiled unless the researcher commits. 
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Figuratively, grounded theory research is to develop abstract models based on data 

reported by people who have specific knowledge. In addition, its purpose is to enhance 

knowledge sharing between peer researchers and practitioners by presenting theories. 

The research methodology has great implications for IS researchers since conceptual 

modeling has similar features. In order to develop a conceptual model, we sometimes 

need to collect data reported by people, extract concepts, and draw diagrams to discuss 

with further implementation. 

We believe that the constant comparison method from the grounded theory can 

provide useful insight for conceptual modelers in scrutinizing user requirement and 

articulating concepts. Inspecting things completely and comparing the current result to 

prior ones may be trivial; however, those activities are not mandatory for conceptual 

modeling. In order to test our propositions, we worked with novice data modelers who 

had not been exposed to any system development experiences including conceptual 

modeling. After training, we randomly split them into two separated groups, and 

exclusively introduced grounded theory methodology to one group. To capture 

differences, the laboratory experiment and interviews were conducted. As a result, we 

learned that applying constant comparison can increase modeling performance 

potentially. But the study also revealed pitfalls. 
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2. Background 

2.1. Conceptual Modeling 

Conceptual modeling refers to formally describing some aspects of the physical and 

social world around us for purpose of understanding and communication (Mylopoulos, 

1992). This activity targets to establish an unambiguous, consistent, and complete 

specification for developing information systems based on knowledge in the universe of 

discourse and strategic business requirements. Kung and Sølvberg (1986) added that 

conceptual modeling can be viewed as the mutual activity of knowledge discovery 

between a modeler and a client since conceptual models are commonly used (1) to 

facilitate communications between people, (2) to support the analysts’ understanding of 

the domain, (3) to serve as the basis for design and implementation of information 

systems, and (4) to record design rationales.  

To understand domain knowledge, various kinds of modeling methods are used by 

information system designers (Anaby-Tavor et al., 2009). Indeed, conceptual modeling 

can be helpful in reducing noises and errors since the designers become aware of 

necessary domain concepts, functions and processes. Even if standardized modeling 

techniques are not adopted, practitioners frequently use homemade modeling concepts 

or mix multiple modeling languages to achieve the goals of conceptual modeling 

(Anaby-Tavor et al., 2009). We may say that conceptual modeling is quite common for 

system designers to obtain domain-specific knowledge. 
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It seems to be obvious that conceptual modeling is crucial for developing systems. 

Some modeling standards, such as entity-relationship diagrams and class diagrams, are 

deceptively simple to learn; therefore, we can easily overlook how it difficult to map 

domain knowledge into grammatical representations. Interestingly, some empirical 

studies have demonstrated that conceptual modeling is actually a challenge for some 

engineers since user requirements are insufficiently decoded. It is worth to note that a 

hidden failure of initial stage in system development can be often fatal (Boehm, 1981). 

Conceptual modeling as one of incubating activities in the initial stage should be 

carefully managed. 

Unfortunately, human perception can be different from person to person, and 

conceptual modeling involves a cognitive activity to perceive core concepts and 

necessary interactions for completing tasks. Indeed, it is quite common in conceptual 

modeling to produce different models even if almost the same sources of knowledge and 

modeling tools are presumed (Soffer and Hadar, 2007). One side of conceptual modeling 

is to use a toolkit which contains ontologically verified grammars, and the other side is 

to use cognitive power to discover concepts, properties and interactions in order to fit 

those into the given modeling language (Wand and Weber, 2002). The source of 

difficulties can be found in (1) human constraints on information processing, (2) the 

variety and complexity of information requirements, (3) communication issues between 

analysts and users, and (4) the unwillingness of users to provide requirements (Davis, 

1982). 
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2.2. Constant Comparison Method 

Social scientists have conducted research with investigating symbolic meanings from 

data generated by social interactions. The scholars collect interview data to discover 

hidden and general categories for explaining social events. By doing so repeatedly, they 

expect that emerging theories would be established rooted in data thus fitting into true 

understanding about human being and institutions. Therefore, testing applicability of the 

method from qualitative social research may be helpful in finding a better pedagogical 

solution to the current problem. 

Among various alternatives, constant comparative features of grounded theory 

methodology attract our attention. Grounded theory methodology and its procedures are 

now cited as the most influential and widely adopted modes of conducting qualitative 

research when developing emerging theories in the various field of medicine, sociology 

and organization science to name a few (Strauss and Corbin, 1997). According to Glaser 

and Strauss (1967), the inventors of grounded theory methodology, comparing facts to 

know whether or not they are delivering similar or different meanings can help scholars 

generate useful properties of categories for generalizing theories. 

Since the methodology aims to explain social interactions hidden in human 

activities, substantive theories as the result cannot be interchangeably interpreted as 

conceptual models for information systems. While a researcher develops theories using 

the methodology, she actually needs to be treated as a tool for interpreting things; in 
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other words, previously learned ontological foundations on how to perceive the global 

structure of focal events strongly affect the way of imposing theoretical associations 

(Charmaz, 2006). Therefore, the same data can produce different theoretical 

explanations due to the differences of perceptual readiness or theoretical sensitivity of 

researchers (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).  

The constant comparison method is a research strategy for developing grounded 

theories. It is rather simple, but has a quite well organized procedure as follows. First, a 

research reads through a give text source that is a developed from transcribing interview 

data. Next, the researcher highlights a part of data, which is named an incident. At the 

same time, she tries to think about properties that describe the incident. Namely, the pair 

of coding and analyzing an incident is a basic unit of constant comparison. For example, 

let us assume we have statements, “I had an accident in 1989 - fell backwards in the 

stairs. Well, over twenty years, my pain never stops. When it was cold, that was, that 

was killing me and my wife.” The first code name may be chronic pain. By highlighting 

the first and the second sentence in the example, we can learn he has suffered from an 

injury. The second code may be traumatic damage. From the last sentence, we infer that 

his wife also needs a care because she has to endure watching his pain. The reason we 

choose words, chronic and traumatic, to describe incidents is that those are indicating 

adequate properties for capturing meanings. 

According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), “The purpose of the constant comparative 
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method of joint coding and analysis is to generate theory more systematically” (Glaser 

and Strauss, 1967, p. 102). In detail, they suggest guidelines for conducting the constant 

comparative method. First, a researcher starts by developing codes with writing memos 

about them. By comparing to existing categories of codes developed so far, she can 

discover emerging codes and note differences. Secondly, as the coding continues, the 

existing units of joint coding and analysis can be changed since the researcher learns 

more about the relating incidents. In this case, properties need to be compared more 

deeply so that the researcher can understand relations between categories consisting of 

codes. Next, the researcher can develop an emerging theory by delimiting overlapping 

results. The reduction of categories and relations aims to formulating more general 

explanation rather than just eliminating duplication. Finally, the researcher produces a 

substantive theory that fits into the given information source. Based on the result, she 

targets the next information source to analyze. If the previous substantive theories exist, 

the current theory needs to be compared with them. Open coding, axial coding and 

selective coding can used to ensure the constant comparative method in sociological 

domains (Strauss, 1987). Open coding is to inquire the meaning of each incident. In 

axial coding, the result of open coding is merged and mapped into a predefined 

perceptual model, for example the paradigm model. A substantive theory obtained from 

the axial coding can be enhanced by conducting selective coding. In sum, the constant 

comparative method used by grounded theorists has a systematic approach from 

discovering concept names, properties and relations to developing theoretical models. 

Conceptually, borrowing the idea for developing conceptual models seems to be 
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reasonable and harmless. 

Notwithstanding, following the constant comparison method of grounded theory 

methodology can be overwhelming. Pidgeon et al. (1991) tested applicability of 

grounded theory methodology to requirement engineering. They learned the idea could 

be appealing since transcribed interview data could be decoded effectively. However, 

using grounded theory methodology produced too many things to be handled. First of all, 

system designers had to learn the research methodology that was originally designed for 

social scientists. It may an unintended direction to train the designers to be researchers. 

Secondly, too many unnecessary codes were produced. If we have a fixed ontological 

representation to the world, we can conveniently map results of open coding to the axial 

coding. Moreover, if we have fixed words and grammar, the number of properties for 

describing codes can decrease. Pidgeon et al. (1991)’s study alludes that an absence of 

modeling assumptions may yield too many things that do not contribute to develop 

conceptual models. In turn, that may reduce performance and cost a lot. 

Although applying grounded theory methodology to conceptual modeling seems to 

be a good idea, it is unsure whether or not the result is actually positive. Moreover, we 

know little about how to train novice data modelers when a method of constant 

comparison is required. If grounded theory methodology is helpful in overcoming 

difficulties from the lack of experiences, we can develop further pedagogical materials 

based on the result to increase readiness for a system designer. 
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3. Research Model 

3.1. Hypothesis 

Training conceptual modeling skills need to involve a method of how to understand 

domain knowledge. If we fail to educate candidates for system designers about how to 

handle domain knowledge during conceptual modeling, they cannot help but to learn by 

doing. Previous studies on differences between experienced modelers and novice ones 

clearly show that we should find a way to get ready for cognitive problems in 

conceptual modeling. Experienced modelers have better capabilities in terms of 

understanding domain-specific knowledge, structuring problems and dealing with 

cognitive difficulties (Schenk et al., 1998). Novice modelers are apt to avoid doing in-

depth examination thus resulting in insufficient distinction among concepts (Bolloju and 

Leung, 2006). Schenk et al. (1998) reveal that novice modelers gain fewer domain-

specific concepts than experienced ones and overemphasize general issues instead of 

functional requirements and focused information issues. Moreover, the experienced 

modelers took a different approach in the empirical study. While the novices adopted a 

top-down approach to understand complex events, the experienced modelers focused on 

a more bottom-up approach to problem solving. Schenk et al. (1998) add that lacking 

proper knowledge organization lead to limited and stereotypical understanding on 

information sources. More experienced modelers try to cope with unfamiliar domain 

knowledge before drawing diagrams (Bera, 2010). The above-mentioned findings 

indicate that novice modelers require learning procedural methods to deal with 
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difficulties relating to unfamiliar domain knowledge. 

Understanding unfamiliar things may be difficult for anyone. Familiarity is one’s 

understanding of an entity that is perceived as having association to other known entities. 

The concept can be applied to cases of what, who, how and when of what is happening 

(Gefen et al., 2003). It is noted that familiarity may reduce the uncertainty of personal 

expectation through increased understanding of what has occurred in the past. Usually, 

greater familiarity reduces uncertainly about how another person will behave in the 

future (Goodman and Leyden, 1991). Although it is uncertain whether or not the effect 

of familiarity on conceptual modeling is positive, we intuitively know that more familiar 

subjects are easier to learn and summarize. 

Since the constant comparison method can provides a systematic way of 

understanding written requirement statements, we can expect that even a novice modeler 

can perform better conceptual modeling tasks. Especially we posit that unfamiliar 

domain knowledge can be understood effectively; therefore a conceptual model 

produced by the novice modeler can be acceptable by peer expert modelers. Based on 

the argument, the following hypothesis is established:  

Hypothesis: If a novice modeler is trained to use the constant comparison method, s/he 

can produce better conceptual models that can be acceptable by peer experts in case on 

that even an unfamiliar task is given. 
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3.2. Preparation 

We recruited twenty participants from an undergraduate business school who had no 

experience in conceptual modeling. In class, they were taught basic concepts of 

management information systems including database theories and the applications. The 

subjects were suitable for our research since they only learned basic concepts and never 

had conducted conceptual modeling. 

Since the participants had no prior experience in conceptual modeling, one of 

authors taught them how to create entity-relationship models. We strictly followed the 

textbook written by Elmasri and Navathe (2007). Basic concepts about entity-relation 

modeling and relational constraints in chapters 3, 4, and 5 were taught. To attract their 

attention, a sample project to develop a database application was also presented using 

Microsoft Access 2007 and Excel 2007. Since the project was not a hand-on practice, we 

interactively asked the participants whether or not they understood the procedure of the 

project. 

The training session continued for about two months, totally eighteen hours. The 

reason we did not push them was to minimize pressure on peer competition. The 

students had overcome intensive competition to enter the college positioning the top of 

national university rankings. Additionally, we observed that a test was easily perceived 

as a compelling challenge to prove one’s value; therefore, each student was apt to spend 

extra time to study, which was obviously harmful to control subject’s experiences. 
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The total sample size diminished to ten, which was half of the original participants. 

Five persons refused to take part in the experiment because of personal reasons. Two 

persons were overqualified to solve the sample problems used to check conceptual 

modeling skills because they spent extra time to study other references. To the contrary, 

three persons were not sufficiently trained. Finally, eight males and two females 

completed the experimental tasks with randomly dividing into the control group and the 

experimental group. The sample size is not sufficient to draw a rigorous conclusion in 

terms of statistical inference. However, we could more deeply understand the effects of 

applying constant comparison since we had spent time enough to observe actual 

behavior and have chances to ask questions individually. Moreover, educating people 

with the qualitative methodology required active interactions. If we consider the 

important of ensuring everyone in the experimental group to understand constant 

comparison, too many samples can reversely diminish reliability. Thus, the sample size 

was not determined by time and resource constraints, but by the extent of control-ability 

and sincerity. 

3.3. Training 

For the experimental group, two case studies from Strauss and Corbin (1997) were 

provided as background information about grounded theory research. In addition, short 

hands-on materials for practicing open coding and axial coding were introduced. Those 

were borrowed from the department of nursing; therefore, the context of them was 

nothing to do with system development or conceptual modeling relating to experimental 
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tasks. The two hours training was highly interactive. We had group discussions and 

spontaneous Q&A sessions to understand constant comparison methods of grounded 

theory methodology. The small size was actually beneficial because an intimate 

environment where everybody felt free to speak up could not be created if the size had 

been larger than we could control. 

3.4. Task 

Two different tasks were developed for our test. In order to overcome a language barrier, 

all the materials were written by the domestic language for the participants of our 

experiment. The outline of tasks was extracted from the textbook written by Elmasri and 

Navathe (2007, pp. 99-100).  

In detail, the first task was about a movie domain. It was described in a similar way 

of short examples that were taught in class. For example, attributes were followed by the 

“has” clause. Identifiers and relationships could be easily identified because of patterns 

of repeating clauses. Background information was described in a separated paragraph. 

The second task was about ordering automobile parts. It was rather unfamiliar to the 

most of subjects in our test. In order to achieving correspondence between the task and 

our assumption on unfamiliarity, we directly asked participants about the main topic of 

the given task and the extent of familiarity. We found that all the subjects felt that the 

first task was much familiar than the second one. 
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3.5. Procedure 

To become a conceptual modeler, it does not require learning a qualitative research 

methodology, including grounded theory.  We need to note that even professional 

researchers usually have to spend years learning a qualitative research methodology. For 

a conceptual modeler, it may be difficult to follow steps suggested by the constant 

comparison method unless a supplementary tool is provided. Therefore, we developed a 

tool to support subjects who participated in the experiment as shown in Figure 1. 

Screen Capture of READING Screen Capture of MEMOING and ERD 

Figure 1. Screen Capture of the Tool Used in the Experiment 

For convenience, we named the tool, Concept Magnifier (CM). The program has 

three modules as follows: READING, MEMOING and ERD. The program module, 

READING, has two purposes: first, the module is needed to make sure every sentence 
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read at least once, and second, it helps the user properly index sentences. CM pops up 

the Sentence Collector window after importing a text file. In the experiment, all 

instructions were printed out via the terminal console. CM shows that the user should 

read all sentences to proceed, and the result of the collection would be used as a source 

for further analysis and design. It is natural for a good conceptual model to reflect 

requirements thoroughly. That is also true for the grounded theory researchers. In the 

view of grounded theory methodology, it is crucial to inspect sentences line by line 

using the open coding method for understanding meanings of concepts and relationships. 

Reading sentences should be accompanied by reminding previous experiences and 

general knowledge on the focal phenomenon. The step evokes memories of prior 

experiences of similar topics thereby increasing performance of subsequent activities of 

analysis and design. 

The second model is MEMOING which contains three sub-modules: Heading 

Developer (HD), Content Editor (CE) and Concept Developer (CD). In turn, HD shows 

sentences and topics. CE is to comment sentences sharing the same topic. CD contains 

names of derived concepts. First, a user has to discover a main topic for each sentence. 

If there are more than two sentences sharing the same topic, the user can bind them and 

leave a comment about difference and similarities. If necessary, the user can use CD to 

record names of concepts that are perceived to be important. Sentences, topics, contents 

and concepts are all integrated and constantly compared. The user should refer the panel 

shown in the session MEMOING until she assures that the conceptual modeling is 
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finished. 

The final module, ERD is a drawing tool. A user can open a new window for 

drawing diagrams during the MEMOING session. In CM, the entity relationship 

diagrams are provided, such as entity, attribute, relationship, and generalization. ERD 

can save diagrams as pictures; therefore, the user can easily compare alternative 

representations.  

CM controls the overall modeling process to keep the constant comparison method 

strictly. The following description shows detail information about how CM manages the 

process: 

1. Let the use read a text material. 

2. Let the user define topics. 

3. Let the user discover similar topics by binding information. 

4. Let the user collect emerging names of concepts during the analysis. 

5. Let the user draw models. 

6. Repeat the step 2 through 5 until a final conceptual model is obtained. 

3.6. Data Collection 

If the suggested idea in this paper positively affects novice modelers, the quality of 

conceptual models from the experimental group should be better than ones from the 
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control group. The issue is how to judge the comparative quality. In order to score each 

model, we recruited three evaluators from a website development company. About 

twenty US dollars were paid per hour for compensation. They had three to five years of 

experiences in programming and developing databases. 

The evaluation process is as follows: (1) all evaluators are informed about the 

dimensions of conceptual modeling quality as a general guideline (Moody, 1998); (2) 

the evaluators have time to discuss with each other about the characteristics of an 

acceptable conceptual models for each task; (3) two document envelopes are provided 

(titled ‘better’ and ‘worse,’ respectively), and (4) the evaluators individually classify 

conceptual models and put them into one of the envelopes. We put different values for 

each envelope—positive one for the better label and negative one for the worse label. If 

an evaluator failed to classify, the model get zero. We conducted interviews based on the 

evaluation. By inviting a subject individually, we asked unstructured questions in order 

to understand the modeling process and personal experience. 

4. Result 

4.1. Effect of the Constant Comparison Method 

We calculated inter-rater reliability between any two evaluators. Traditionally, Cohen’s 

Kappa or Scott’s Pi has been used to evaluate reliability of human judgment. According 

to Gwet (2008), those ratios can be a problem when the extent of agreement between 
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evaluators is too high. To avoid obtaining biased reliability, we adopted the AC1 

reliability measure (Gwet, 2002; Gwet, 2008). Overall, the average of AC1 shows 

positive signs. For the control groups, the value was 0.62, and the experimental group 

had the value of 0.67. We learned that one evaluator considered that the subjects were 

novices so that he had more generous attitude comparing to the others. Since the values 

were well over 0.6, we concluded that the evaluations were acceptable (Banerjee et al., 

1999). 

The result of evaluation can be summarized by a ratio between zero and one. We 

term the range as Pass Ratio. If a value of Pass Ratio is zero, it means a subject in the 

group is surely assigned to the envelope labeled “worse.” On the other hand, if the ratio 

reaches one, the subject in the group is surely assigned to the envelope labeled “better.” 

In Figure 2, the values of Pass Ratio are shown. While the y-axis represents a range of 

Pass Ratio in numeric values, the x-axis contains two nominal values for separating the 

control group and the experimental group respectively. 
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Figure 2. Pass Ratio 

First, we can see there are two solid lines differentiated by the extent of familiarity. 

The upper line indicates the case of high familiarity, and the lower line is the case of low 

familiarity. Both cases have positive slopes; namely, overall the experimental group 

received better evaluation scores. However, the subjects in the control group did not take 

positive evaluation when they produce conceptual models for the case of low familiarity. 

Meanwhile, the experimental group took more positive results.  

From the interview with evaluators, we found that conceptual models of novices 

had many errors and misleading names. Regardless of group types, the outputs needed 

to be modified and clarified. One of the evaluators complained that the subjects did not 

think about implementation. Nevertheless, evaluators put positive values in large part 

because they assumed that conceptual modeling might be repetitive in nature. During 

the discussion, we additionally heard that the conceptual models provided by the control 
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group were fragmented and even worse useless. The harsh review focused on the case of 

low familiarity. One evaluator felt that a subject too strictly followed natural language 

forms consisting norms and verbs. He indicated that a requirement statement could be 

unorganized and sometimes contained unnecessary information. The models from the 

control groups failed to filter those background data. In comparison, the experimental 

group made fewer mistakes. 

 

Figure 3. Time to Complete 

Besides, the experimental group reduced time of completion. In the case of low 

familiarity, the average of completion time was about 61 and 72 minutes respectively for 

the control group and the experimental group as shown in Figure 3. However, about 54 

minutes were consumed for the experimental group to submit completed models. Still, 

the control group spent over 60 minutes. Interestingly, we were told during the interview 

with the experimental group about that they understood which entities and attributes 
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were required, but they could not be sure of relationships. Admittedly, we did not 

provide intense drills of handling with various types of relationships. The interviewees 

asked us how to represent relationships among entities very specifically. When we asked 

the reason why they spent much time in the case of high familiarity, all the interviewees 

commonly reported that writing memos took longer time. However, the memos were 

useful in understand the case of low familiarity. Two persons stated that memos were 

used to discover some patterns between the tasks. As we designed, those tasks shared 

common structures. Some of the experimental group found the fact; however, none of 

the control group did state the commonality. Analyzing a written text following by 

constant comparison methods consumed substantial time; but, the working-in-progress 

results boosted the overall productivity due to discovering of reusable patterns. 

Grounded theories who are originally using constant comparison methods have 

discussed patterns between categories will emerge as more informants provide empirical 

data. We learned that the same effect could be found in conceptual modeling with 

constant comparison. Overall, we concluded that the hypothesis was supported from the 

result. 

4.2. Experiences 

Table1 shows the summary of modeling activities. In average, the subjects in the control 

group produced more entities, attributes and relationships than the experimental group, 

and, in turn, they modified names or deleted objects more frequently.  
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Table 1. Summary of Modeling Activities 

In detail, from Figure 4 to Figure 7, individual records are shown. As we can see, 

the experimental group more conservatively drew diagrams. Especially, the code name 

experiment_1 and the experiment_3 were abstained from creating and deleting objects. 

In the case of high familiarity, the control_1 and the control_5 were similar to those in 

the experimental group in terms of activity patterns. However, they did differently when 

the low familiarity task was given. 

Group Activity Classifier 
Familiarity 

High Low 

Control 

Editing 594 529 

Entity Creation 25 26 

Attribute Creation 52 72 

Relationship 
Creation 

25 36 

Delete 41 52 

Experimental 

Editing 275 391 

Entity Creation 20 19 

Attribute Creation 45 67 

Relationship 
Creation 

20 27 

Delete 25 31 
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Figure 4. Activities of the Control Group with the Familiar Task 

 

Figure 5. Activities of the Experimental Group with the Familiar Task 

 

Figure 6. Activities of the Control Group with the Unfamiliar Task 
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Figure 7. Activities of the Experimental Group with the Unfamiliar Task 

Those variations we captured from the modeling processes are analyzed by 

interviewing subjects. We found that the subjects in the control group partially used ER 

diagrams for the purpose of understanding the requirement statements whereas the 

persons who did constant comparison partially produced diagrams as examples. The 

differences may come from the treatment setting in the experiment. The analytic 

procedure we provided might separate context analysis and modeling sequentially; thus, 

the subjects in the experimental group had much information on major entities, 

attributes and relationships. Meanwhile, the subjects in the control group confessed that 

they tried to convert any norms and verbs they found in the requirement statement first, 

and, in turn, they wanted to review interim results quickly. If the work-in-progress did 

not convince the subject, the many parts of the model were removed or modified. The 

problem became worse in the unfamiliar task since the subjects in the control group 

were easily anchored by the previous result of conceptual modeling. From the interview 

with the control_1 and the control_5, we learned that they tried to recall how they had 

drawn conceptual models by trying to reproduce models. However, the results made 
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them disappointed because they in fact failed to connect two tasks due to the literal 

complexity of the unfamiliar task. On the other hand, four persons from the 

experimental group actively used the previous and current analysis results with 

comparison. Although they also put many diagrams, the purpose was to evaluate their 

understanding rather than discovering hidden patterns. Moreover, the interviewees 

recalled how they unveiled knowledge from the requirements, and actively discussed on 

weaknesses of their results. From the interview, we found that the experimental group 

acquired much information and experience by conducting constant comparison. 

From the interviews based on the result of the experiment, we learned that applying 

constant comparison to analyzing requirement statements and drawing ER diagrams 

would be helpful for novice designers in improving the quality of the modeling process. 

However, it should be noted that interviewees also reported pitfalls. They were confused 

about linking the constant comparative methods and the process of conceptual modeling. 

The subject in the experiment group who took the lowest points from the evaluators 

complained that examining a requirement statement with discovering concepts and 

writing memos required too much effort to follow up. Moreover, he argued that the 

procedure of iteratively comparing work-in-progresses might be less valuable than just 

drawing diagrams since the final model would not need the whole information produced 

during the analytic work. In addition, two subjects told us that they were very confused 

about how to translate the result of constant comparison into diagrams. They felt that 

examining text line-by-line was helpful in understand content, but they were skeptical 
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about how ER diagrams would be obtained from the verbatim descriptions. When we 

asked the subjects of the experimental group whether or not they would use the 

suggested methods, four out of five conditionally accepted the method. They commonly 

said that efforts to produce written descriptions should decrease if the method would be 

more valuable. 

4.3. Discussion 

According to Wand and Weber (1999), conceptual modeling method should be studied 

further for the purpose of improving modeling quality. In line with the argument, we 

agree that a conceptual modeling method needs to supply a useful procedure on 

mapping domain knowledge into an output conceptual model. In this study, we focus on 

how to support novice designers who are lack of experiences in analyzing domain 

knowledge. In detail, we tried to understand the effects of applying the constant 

comparative method from grounded theory methodology. The exploratory experiment 

and interviews revealed that constant comparison can be useful, but we also learned 

there may be pitfalls. 

Modeling is to abstract complex things into simple and easy-to-understand 

concepts and their interactions. Hence, understanding thoroughly the focal events in 

workplaces may be crucial for the modeler to discover core concepts for describing 

important facts. Although conceptual modeling may reduce available details, it is 

actually a process of constructing more general concepts applicable to various occasions. 
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Definitely, comparing what have been analyzed to new things will increase probability 

to discover general concepts with fewer redundancies. Figuratively, that is a valuable 

work for organizing one’s thought and connecting memories. 

For system designers, a conceptual model is an output from a system requirement 

as an input for physical implementation. The transitional position requires both 

capability of analyzing domain knowledge and developing formal specification. 

Traditionally, research on conceptual modeling has focused on how to describe things 

properly in terms of modeling constructs (Wand et al., 1999). Besides, even studies on 

knowledge elicitation have greatly stressed on preparing articulated inputs for analysis 

rather than a process of cognitive understanding those sources. We admit that the above 

mentioned efforts are quite valuable and useful for the system designers; however, the 

understanding effort itself should be not be overlooked. Especially, conducting 

conceptual modeling can be challengeable for novice system designers who are not 

familiar with a certain kind of domain knowledge. Although they should be trained by 

doing, it can be helpful if there is a set of procedural guideline to follow. 

Our study contributes to the effort of searching possible elements for enhancing 

designer's understanding on given domain knowledge. We tested whether constant 

comparison from grounded theory methodology would be useful for novices to 

overcome difficulties of acquiring domain knowledge and improve acceptability by peer 

experienced designers. The in-depth interviews with the subjects who were divided by 
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the experimental setting showed that our attempt yielded both positive and negative 

responses. The ability of utilizing previous experiences to the case of an unfamiliar 

domain increased, thus the novices could explain what they had done more fluently and 

clearly. The result was amazingly impressive since they also tried to discover how to 

express perceived concepts using modeling constructs. We felt that their work could be 

eventually improved as more efforts on learning database and programming would be 

done. On the other hand, a potential problem of applying constant comparison was also 

found. For a novice, linking analysis and drawing diagrams was perceived as separated 

tasks rather than a unified process. Originally, we thought that an explicit step for 

acquiring necessary information in advance might be natural and convenient. To the 

contrary, the novices we interviewed confessed that drawing diagrams was itself a kind 

of process to search alternatives visually. Since the primary purpose of conceptual 

modeling in the experiment was to produce a fitting model to the given task, the analytic 

side done with constant comparison methods might be perceived as an annoying thing. 

For a qualitative researcher, the process of constant comparison can be valuable itself 

since she may continuously develop theoretical models. Writing memos and rewriting 

codes can be useful to test theoretical assumptions at any moment. Linguistic memos as 

we used, however, may be unproductive for conceptual modeling. Additionally, 

comparing parts of models may require another measurement that is quite different from 

grounded theory research. 
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5. Conclusion 

Our work contributes to the research community in several ways. First, it focuses on 

how to support novice system designers when they need to accumulate domain 

knowledge. In fact, conceptual modeling has been regarded as an artful work rather than 

a cognitive process of understanding ethnographic differences. Requirements from 

business fields may be accumulated and situated results of social interactions and even 

visions. Those can be stated in verbatim expressions that are not clearly understood by 

others who are not in the same shoes. To overcome difficulties in understanding 

unfamiliar, unstructured knowledge materials, system designers should be capable of 

discovering hidden concepts and managing findings continuously. Admittedly, the expert 

designers can be a natural for conducting knowledge discovery processes before or with 

developing conceptual models. We can wait until the novice becomes the expert learning 

by doing in workplaces; but, if there is a plausible counter-measure to overcome the 

difficulty in handling unfamiliar domains, it is worth of sharing findings with peer 

researchers from the application. 

Although repeatedly comparing things has been perceived as one of natural skills to 

learn unfamiliar events, there has been little knowledge on whether or not the method is 

actually helpful for the novice in improving performance. Moreover, the exotic 

guideline in terms of social science methodology may or may not be acceptable in the 

context of conceptual modeling. In our study, the constant comparative method can be 

used by the novice designer, and the result can be acceptable by other experience 
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designers. However, the user of the method may be uncomfortable since there is a gap 

between the method and the purpose of conceptual modeling. Hence, we learned that the 

novice designer can do better when an additional procedural guideline of constant 

comparison is given. In addition, we recognized that academic efforts are required to 

integrate effective ingredients from various fields into conceptual modeling theories. 

According to Pidgeon et al. (1991), qualitative research methodologies from social 

science can be used for discovering knowledge from interview data. Although they 

heavily focused on articulating unstructured data to determine major requirements, the 

findings from the field study reveal that a system designer can work better if procedural 

guidelines borrowed from other mature fields are adequately used. Our study extends 

the finding by actually testing the focal principle of grounded theory in the context of 

entity-relationship modeling. In addition, Pidgeon et al. (1991)’s work was related to 

general field experiences, whereas we tried to understand applicability in a purposeful 

micro view. 

The study also has several practical implications. Conceptual modeling has been 

perceived as one of the most crucial steps for successful system development; however, 

the usefulness of the activity is limited to those who are able to understand both a 

system and the application domain. It is noted that a system designer should be ready for 

communication with business practitioners who may be lack of knowledge on actual 

implementation. It is difficult for a user to tell what she exactly wants before the system 
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is physically shown since it is very difficult to imagine specifically what kind of 

functions can be supported by the information system without adequate technical 

background. It is usually posited that a conceptual model guides subsequent 

development phases. If so, the model needs to include voices from the business user at 

least in terms of a complete scenario about current jobs and a set of vocabularies that are 

needed to understand value activities. 

The results of our study indicate that a procedure of analyzing user’s voices by 

doing constant comparison can be helpful to support a system designer to communicate 

with the user. The method we applied in the study is originally intended to understand 

meanings of social experiences in which people are stuck in problems, such as chronic 

disease, demanding workload in intensive care units and conflicts with patients to name 

a few. Practically, a system development is to provide a solution for business problems 

to generate more values. In order to cure the problems and suggest better ways, the 

designer needs to be immersed in true voices from the workplace. Our study shows that 

the system designer can emulate the role of ground theorist who tries to investigate 

exhaustively empirical data to extract substantive theories. In the study, we found that 

there is a considerable chance to exploit the value of constant comparison, and, as a 

result, the idea presented in this study will be helpful in supporting practitioners. 

We note that our findings must be interpreted in light of the study's limitations. 

First, we tried to obtain controlled samples that should not be exposed to conceptual 
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modeling previously. And we trained them in order to learn about the effect of our 

suggested procedure. In the lab experiment setting, this approach produced a small 

number of samples that were not quite enough to use classical statistics, such as t-test, 

chi-square test and McNemar test. The sample size in the study was not sufficient to 

conclude that the constant comparative method will be determinately useful in analyzing 

domain knowledge in the context of conceptual modeling. Although the primary purpose 

of our study is to closely examine behavior of novice modelers to understand the 

applicability of the suggested idea, larger sample size will be eventually important for 

peer researchers who want to extend our exploratory findings. The other limitation is 

that the experiment we conducted only provided limited information since we did not 

track of the growth of the novice designers. If we collected data to learn the effect on 

designer’s work performance in multiple times, the findings would be richer and 

meaningful.  

In the experiment, we did not test alternative methods of investigating domain 

knowledge or multiple levels of familiarity and difficulties of tasks. If we want to obtain 

more useful information to develop an application that supports practitioners based on 

our findings, the constant comparative method imported from grounded theory should 

be tested in various levels. We posit that further effort should be done to test external 

reliability of the suggested method. The prescriptive theory developed in our work needs 

to be perceived as a start point rather than a complete conclusion. By conducting retests 

in different settings, we can collect much information about how to improve strengths 
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and reduce potential risks. Those kinds of knowledge will never be obtained without 

cumulative efforts from information system research communities; therefore, our study 

encourages subsequent participation and cooperation of peer scholars. 
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Design Concept of Concept Magnifying for Conceptual 

Modeling: ER Modeling Application 
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1. Introduction 

To reduce failure rates of information systems development, we need to understand user 

requirement correctly and completely (Bolloju and Leung, 2006). Conceptual modeling, 

the early, necessary phase of systems development, has been highlighted with regard to 

achieving the goal (Wand and Weber, 2002). Unfortunately, understanding users’ 

requirements, domain knowledge, and business procedures with conceptual modeling is 

usually limited, insufficient to be used (Davies et al. 2006, Fettke, 2009). At the end of 

system development, almost near the actual implementation phase, clients discover that 

the system engineers did not understand business goals, and systems do not contribute to 

achieve strategic goals (Flyvbjeg and Budzier, 2011). System engineers may believe that 

they understood requirements sufficiently; but, at the end, they misunderstood reported 

domain knowledge and procedures of business tasks. 

To reduce risks of developing unwanted information systems, we need to address 

the issue of fortifying capability of understanding at the early phase of the development. 

In addition, we need to minimize the possibility of misunderstanding reported 

requirements. In this paper, a design concept of developing an information technology 

artifact to achieve the objective is introduced and tested. The suggested concept consists 

of two key rules of conducting conceptual modeling: fortifying coherence and 

developing examples. The first rule is to follow a kind of divide-and-conquer wisdom. A 

designer separates user’s requirement statements into subsets, and tries to increase 

coherence between analyzed results, which consist of concept names, properties and 
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relationships. The second rule is to develop small examples during analysis. In this case, 

examples are regarded as testable memos that show basic understanding on how to 

model analyzed concepts and their relationships. Those examples contain hypothetical, 

alternative and tentative representations for a final, synthesized version. An experiment 

application is developed to supervise experiment subjects following the suggested idea. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, research background is 

discussed. Secondly, the subsequent section provides a key design concept, ‘concept 

magnifying.’ Next, an example of implementing the suggested key design concept is 

presented. Then, an experiment procedure and results for testing the suggested idea are 

documented. The paper concludes with discussion. 

2. Conceptual Modeling 

Information systems for businesses aim to support business activities by providing 

databases, transaction tools, reporting applications, and so on (Olivé, 2007). Conceptual 

modeling refers to an activity of representing a knowledge domain at the early phase of 

information systems development (Weber, 2003). Conceptual modeling can yield a 

common ground between information system users and the developers; therefore, the 

activity needs to be considered as a critical step (Wand and Weber, 2002).  

Although conceptual modeling grammars and methodologies have been discussed 

in the academic fields, practical use of conceptual modeling is likely to be limited. 
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Anaby-Tavor et al. (2010), while investigating practical modeling tools for analyzing 

business requirements, discover that only a marginal proportion depends on formal 

modeling grammars. A study on modeling practices for system development reveals that 

applying formal modeling grammar can be impeded by a number of realistic barriers 

(Fettke, 2009). Especially, practitioners report difficulties to incorporate knowledge 

sources into conceptual modeling in that there is lack of understanding how to develop 

proper concepts, link them with modeling constructs and consistently evaluate the work-

in-process. Empirical evidences have shown that a lack of procedural guidance about 

how to understand domain knowledge limits the use of formal conceptual modeling 

techniques and methodologies (Jeyaraj and Sauter, 2007). 

Gemino and Wand (2003) argue that designers of conceptual modeling should try 

to understand domain knowledge. They add that conceptual modeling is not simply 

filling with modeling grammars but a process of knowledge reconstruction by learning 

new information and integrating it with prior experience. Although the need for research 

on how to support designers in conceptual modeling has been argued by information 

systems researchers and practitioners, there is little effort to provide design concept for 

developing supportive tools. 

3. Concept Magnifying 

A designer who is responsible for developing conceptual models is not usually 

viewed as an active learner. However, it should be noted that comprehending 
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requirement statements – whether it is articulated or not – is an unavoidable part of 

conceptual modeling. Learning is a constructive process in which a person understands 

information sources and generates reusable materials in memory to prepare different 

situations in terms of time and space. Although learning has not been theoretically 

highlighted in conceptual modeling process, theorists implicitly assume that learning 

capability is a critical factor to accomplish conceptual modeling successfully (Bolloju 

and Leung, 2006; Holtzblatt and Beyer, 1995; Olivé, 2007).  

In this section, we propose a design concept, named concept magnifying. Two 

learning strategies from education studies for comprehending newly obtained 

knowledge, fortifying coherence and developing examples, are suggested as behavior 

rules for conceptual modeling. The concept magnifying incorporates those rules into a 

unified, algorithmic procedure. 

3.1. Rule of Fortifying Coherence 

When learning something new, the effect of coherent information sources is 

especially salient. In common sense, a person can learn something easily if the learning 

material is well organized and coherent. The coherence of a text is known for one of 

major factor in comprehension (Kintsch and Vipond, 1979). As Britton and Gulgoz 

(1991) observed, coherent content was more favored for college students who read 

somewhat little known historical articles. 
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McNamara et al. (1996) tried to validate the effect of coherence, and it became 

apparent that clarifying semantic connections and elaborating meanings could supply 

information more successfully. However, they also found that high-knowledge students 

could benefit from a minimally coherent text. McNamara et al. (1996) explain that those 

students are capable of providing their own background knowledge to compensate 

incoherent sentences for inference. The students who have background knowledge can 

revise the given text until they find themselves sufficiently understood. Moreover, newly 

obtained information can be recalled more easily. Because the students actively search 

information links from the memory system to clarify and elaborate content, new 

information can locate in as extensions of previous one. 

There is marked contrast between an active participant and a passive audience in 

terms of learning in novel situation (Slamecka and Graf, 1978). In contrast to the 

students who have high-level background knowledge, the absence of coherence deters 

low-knowledge students from learning new information on an unfamiliar topic. 

Therefore, the effect of coherent to acquire knowledge on a new domain can be varied 

by level of capability of supplying background knowledge. More specifically, it depends 

on individual ability to revise a structure of a text and clarify meanings of sentences. 

People can better recall information that they have put efforts to recapitulate; moreover, 

they are better capable of applying what they’ve learned in different situations (Bereiter 

and Scardamalia, 1989). Active inference during learning new information from reading 

can serve to facilitate a formation of links between the incoming information and 
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information in the personal memory (Mannes and Kintsch, 1987). 

The rule of fortifying coherence is to project background knowledge to redefine 

meanings. The rule consists of three simple steps as following: (1) reading the 

requirement statement over, (2) defining topics for each sentence, and (3) developing a 

main story by comparing topics. If the story is not consolidated, a designer should 

redefine topics, relocating them to increase visibility, and try to modify the main story. 

3.2. Rule of Developing Examples 

Using examples is an important method of learning (VanLehn et al., 1992). Especially, 

the process of generating examples with what have learned can help a learner identify 

characteristics of a problem (Hmelo-Silver, 2004). Learning may involve the integration 

of newly obtained knowledge with an existing one. Generating explanations to oneself 

can facilitate this kind of integration process (Chi et al, 1994). It is also claimed that 

using examples can be an important method of learning (VanLehn et al., 1992). Studies 

have shown that learning from the complete examples that involve problem definitions 

and solutions is significantly effective for education (Sweller and Cooper, 1985; Tarmizi 

and Sweller, 1988). 

Examples are tentative representations of conceptual objects obtained from analysis. 

Primarily those provide visual clues of the internal cognition by a designer. In line with 

Siau and Tan (2005), the rule of developing examples acts to develop personal cognitive 
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maps that are useful in explicitly showing personal understanding. Therefore, 

developing examples may give a designer chance to review his or her understanding on 

domain knowledge. Consequently, the final conceptual model may be better in terms of 

quality. 

3.3. Application 

In order to test the design concept suggested in the paper, a Java application was 

developed (see Appendix B). Figure 1 shows an editor to the first rule of concept 

magnifying – fortifying coherence. It consists of five parts: (1) Sentence Selector, (2) 

Pallet, (3) Coherence Space, and (5) Grouping Tool as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Concept Magnifying Tool for Fortifying Coherence 

When a user selects a requirement text by using a menu, Sentence Selector shows 
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data line by line as shown in Figure 2. Those sentences can be relocated and grouped. 

When a line of the editor is clicked, the selected sentence item is appeared in Pallet. 

 

Figure 2. Fortifying Coherence, Sentence Selector 

In Pallet as shown in Figure 3, the user can see descriptions on entity-relationship 

diagrams to remind meanings of modeling constructs. If the user thinks a part of the 

selected sentence is relevant to one of categories suggested by Pallet, she or he can scrap 

it with a short memo. The result is automatically sorted by each category. 
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Figure 3. Fortifying Coherence, Pallet 

By selecting a category or a concept group, a user can review and edit collected 

items in Coherence Space as shown in Figure 4. Grouping Tool provides a 

supplementary and supportive function for Coherence Space. The tool has functions to 

display, remove, name, rename, group, ungroup items. 

 

Figure 4. Fortifying Coherence, Coherence Space 

For each named group defined by Grouping Tool, a user can produce alternative 

examples. Based on ER Editor 2.0 developed by Gert Helsen (2009), an example 

developer was created. In this application, a user can compare alternatives by a group 

name. Figure 5 shows an interface of the example developer that was distributed in the 

experiment. 
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Figure 5. Developing Examples, ER Editor 

4. Sample Exercise 

In this section, we will describe an example of applying concept magnifying. The 

example, which was originally appeared in Olle (1982, pp. 8-9), is taken from Wand et 

al. (1995)’s paper. It is a requirement statement of developing a database for an 

academic conference, which is named the International Federation for Information 

Processing (IFIP) Working Conference (see Appendix A). Wand et al. (1995) originally 

introduced the example as “a standard case used in comparative analysis of information 

systems methodologies (Wand et al., 1995, p. 296).” They used the example to compare 

different theoretical views; however, specific analytic procedures were not demonstrated. 

In this section, we apply concept magnifying explained in the previous sections to 

analyze the given requirement statement. One of the authors manually analyzed the 

requirement statement.  

The primary objective of this example case is to make readers understood how 
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concept magnifying is applied. The secondary objective is to show that concept 

magnifying is easy to implement using ordinary Office tools, such as Microsoft Visio 

and Access. Three students in the agricultural economics department participated. It took 

about thirty minutes to train them in following rules of concept magnifying. After the 

example case was presented, I interviewed them in a group to know easy-of-use and 

usefulness of concept magnifying. The case study was conducted by mixing Microsoft 

Access, Word, and PowerPoint. All those applications were accustomed to the class 

participants. 

 

Figure 6. Sample Exercise of Concept Magnifying 

Figure 6 shows screenshots of the sample exercise of concept magnifying. The 
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modeler defined multiple concepts with notes during the analysis. For example, he 

extracted two concepts, ‘Program,’ and ‘Committee’ from one sentence as shown in 

<Figure #>. Those concepts were used to group sentences in the case. When the modeler 

clicked ‘Committee,’ the Access application showed sentences associated with the 

concept: “Registering the submitted papers;” and “Sending the papers to reviewer.” 

Then he used Palette to mark ‘registering’ and ‘sending’ as relationships. Next, those 

items were grouped by a name, ‘activity of program committee.’ Examples were 

developed using entity-relationships diagrams. For instance, ‘Committee’ was an entity 

that had a relationship with ‘Paper’ as a name of ‘Registers.’ Since, there were other 

items in the same group, other items were also presented as follows: ‘Mail-List,’ ‘Paper,’ 

‘Reviewer,’ and ‘Session.’ The suggested examples should be regarded as partial 

representation of the whole. It should be noted that there were duplicated parts; therefore, 

the mere sum of examples did not mean the final conceptual model. The objective of 

examples in the case was to provide explanation and guidance on extracted concepts. 

After the presentation of the example case study, I asked questions to the 

participants on the extent of usefulness and easy-of-use. All the participants agreed that 

the suggested idea would be very useful in the case of unfamiliar, complex tasks. But, 

they were skeptical about the usefulness of the idea when a given task might be familiar 

and simple. Secondly, fortifying coherence, the participants all agreed, seemed to be 

rather laborious, but would be expected to result in higher level of understanding.  
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5. Evaluation 

5.1. Sample 

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted a laboratory 

experiment. The size of samples was 20. Originally, we recruited 26 persons who had 

not been exposure to any kinds of conceptual modeling methods. Since they were 

trained by the same instructors with the same learning materials, we were sure of having 

a clean sample set that could be split into two groups: the experimental group and the 

control group. Before doing so, we asked the participants to take a short exam that 

aimed to verify whether the subjects knew key concepts of entity-relationship modeling. 

We dropped both over-qualified and under-qualified persons from the final samples. The 

final set consisted of nine females and eleven males. The age of samples ranged from 21 

to 26 years old. 

5.2. Treatment 

Since the subject of the experiment had no prior experiences in conceptual modeling, 

one of the authors trained them how to develop entity-relationship (ER) models. 

Subjects spent 27 hours to complete the preparation requirement. The teaching materials 

were strictly based on the chapter 3, 4 and 5 from the textbook written by Elmasri and 

Navathe (2007). In addition, examples on conceptual modeling were visually recorded 

to be distributed through YouTube. To show them how ER models could be fitted into 

relational databases, a sample project was demonstrated using Microsoft Access 2007. 
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The example was extracted from the sample database appeared in the chapter 5 of 

Elmasri and Navathe (2007), which described transactions of human resource 

management. 

Samples were randomly split into two groups: the experimental group and the 

control group. The people in the experiment group spent extra hours to learn about 

concept magnifying. I allocated the same hours for the control group with giving 

chances to review what they had learned. 

Two tasks were used to evaluate concept magnifying. To overcome a language 

barrier, all the tasks were written by the domestic language. Tasks used in the 

experiment shared similar structures; however, one of the tasks contained noise: difficult 

terms, background information on business transactions, implicit descriptions on 

relationships and unnecessary repetition. One of the tasks described a move search 

service, and the other task was about developing a new information system for selling 

machine parts. 

Specifically, a task about a movie domain was described in a similar way of the 

examples that were used in the preparation session. For example, attributes were 

followed by the “has” clause. Identifiers and relationships could be easily noticeable 

because they were framed in the same clause structure. Background information, 

containing service processes and purposes, was described in a separated paragraph. 
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Consequently, the task was previously articulated so that we expected that subjects 

should develop an ER model easily. 

The second task was comparatively difficult to analyze. It was about developing a 

new information system for supporting sales force of Zenka, a pseudo name of 

automobile parts importer. The description consisted of jargons that were not familiar 

with the experiment subjects. In addition, the task contained noise. We intentionally 

inserted irrelevant information that described business purposes, strategic visions, and 

the history of Zenka. Before distributing the task, we asked the participants to ignore 

irrelevant information. However, we did not give specific instructions on how to 

accomplish. Instead of providing specific guidelines, we stressed that a better conceptual 

model might be complete, integral and simple. 

5.3. Measurement 

Two evaluators were recruited from software development companies. One of the 

evaluators was a manager of several information system development projects. The 

other had five-year experiences in analyzing database systems. Before starting the 

evaluation, we asked them to read a summary of papers on conceptual modeling quality. 

Evaluating conceptual data models may be challenging work because there are few 

generally accepted guidelines for it (Moody 2005). Lindland et al. (1994) suggest that 

better conceptual models can be identified by considering comprehensively syntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic qualities. Genero et al. (2000) suggest that conceptual modeling 
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quality can be judged by understandability, legibility, simplicity, analyzability, 

modifiability, stability and testability  

We adopted a pairwise comparison method to calculate relative ranks of conceptual 

models (Albayrak and Erensal 2004; Harker 1987). The method was simply to choose a 

better item from two objects that were randomly selected. If one of the models in the 

same set was selected as a preferable one, it got a point, and the other did not. The final 

ranks were calculated by accumulated points. Both evaluators spent about eight hours to 

finish the entire evaluation for two days. More specific description on pair-wise 

comparison used in the study is explained in Appendix D. 

Since the sample size was not enough to validate normal distribution, Wilcoxon-

Mann-Whitney test was adopted (Mann and Whitney 1947). The method can be a 

powerful substitute to mean comparison statistics, such as t-test and ANOVA (Siegel and 

Castellan 1988). Additionally, we investigated modeling processes using several plots. 

Finally, follow-up interviews with the subjects were conducted to learn about impacts of 

Concept Magnifying more deeply. 

5.4. Result 

Table 1 and Table 2 show the result of Mann-Whitney’s U test and inter-rater’s reliability. 

The table is divided into two sections: a two-by-two matrix of result summary and an 

inter-rater’s reliability report. 
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Table 1. Result of Task 1 

Task 1 – Evaluator 1 
Mann-Whitney’s U                 8.000 
Wilcoxon’s W                     63.000 
Z                               -3.183 
P-value                         **0.001 

Category Experimental Control 

N 10 10 

Average Ranking 14.70 6.30 

Sum of 
Ranking 

147 63 

Effect size = 0.503 
Null hypothesis: groups have the same distribution à rejected (alpha=0.05) 

Task 1 – Evaluator 2 
Mann-Whitney’s U                  2.000 
Wilcoxon’s W                     57.000 
Z                               -3.637 
P-value                        ***0.000 

Category Experimental Control 

N 10 10 

Average Ranking 15.30 5.70 

Sum of 
Ranking 

153 57 

Effect size = 0.575 
Null hypothesis: groups have the same distribution à rejected (alpha=0.05) 

Inter-rater’s reliability 
PI      = 0.66  > 0.5 
Kappa = 0.66  > 0.5 
AC1   = 0.67  > 0.5 
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Table 2. Result of Task 2 

Task 2 – Evaluator 1 
Mann-Whitney’s U                  3.000 
Wilcoxon’s W                      58.000 
Z                                -3.562 
P-value                        ***0.000 

Category Experimental Control 

N 10 10 

Average 
Ranking 

15.20 5.80 

Sum of 
Ranking 

152 58 

Effect size = 0.563 
Null hypothesis: groups have the same distribution à rejected (alpha=0.05) 

Task 2 – Evaluator 2 

Mann-Whitney’s U                  4.000 
Wilcoxon’s W                      59.000 
Z                                -3.484 
P-value                        ***0.000 

Category Experimental Control 

N 10 10 

Average 32.075 

Standard Deviation 15.3642 

Average Ranking 15.10 5.90 

Sum of 
Ranking 

151 59 

Effect size = 0.551 
Null hypothesis: groups have the same distribution à rejected (alpha=0.05) 

Inter-rater’s reliability 
PI      = 0.60  > 0.5 
Kappa = 0.60  > 0.5 
AC1   = 0.60  > 0.5 
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In an effort to minimize the effect of evaluator’s personal differences on judgment, 

it needs to validate whether all evaluators apply the same tendency of evaluation. Inter-

rater reliability shows the extent to which raters or evaluators have the same judgment to 

an object. Namely, it gives a score of consensus by human judgment. If evaluators do 

not agree, the value decreases. There are a number of alternative statistics for inter-rater 

reliability; however, three measurements that adopt a joint probability distribution 

method: Bennet’s PI, Cohen’s Kappa and Gwet’s AC1. Overall results of inter-rater 

reliability show that Evaluator 1 and Evaluator 2 may have the similar judgment on 

quality of ER models. However, Task 2 has lower scores comparing to Task 1. In the 

pilot test, inter-rater reliabilities were calculated by the experimental group and the 

control group. However, it would be more reasonable to control a type of tasks to study 

consensus of judgment since an evaluator can use different strategies for different types 

of domains. 

The results show that the experimental group outperforms the control group. The 

null hypothesis of Mann-Whitney’s U test is that two groups have the same distribution. 

If it is not, ranks of one group is stochastically larger than the other. Figure 7 depicts the 

differences of average rankings between the control group and the experimental group. 

For Evaluator 1, the control group gains 6.3 and 5.8 in each task, while the experimental 

group gains 14.70 and 15.20. Because those numbers represent ranking scores, a higher 

score means a higher ranking. The control group took comparatively negative evaluation 

by Evaluator 2.  
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Figure 7. Average Ranking 

After the evaluation, evaluators were asked whether they noticed that there were 

two different groups; but, they gave negative answers. The evaluators said that the 

overall quality of the conceptual models were moderate for learners. Nevertheless, 

Evaluator 1 argued that some conceptual models missed important semantic 

representations in Task 1. Additionally, he indicated that 1:N relationships in Task 2 

were inappropriately represented in some cases. Evaluator 2 commented that there was 

inequality of student’s capability of modeling. He added that unfamiliar domain 

knowledge could result into confusion on using prior knowledge learned from textbooks.  

6. Discussion 

Concept magnifying is a process to develop a conceptual model by investigating 

knowledge sources. It is not a kind of conceptual modeling techniques; rather than that, 

it can be viewed as a set of actionable guidelines for discovering concepts and their 

relationships based on both of analytic investigation and contextualized examples. Since 
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the technique is not directly addressing how to conceptualize various events for 

representation, some researchers may be confused. Luckily, concept magnifying is not 

much exotic because there is a long-lived tradition that has scrutinized unstructured and 

tacit knowledge sources using methods of knowledge discovery, which is actually quite 

familiar with information system researchers. Qualitative research has an intrinsic goal 

of modeling complex social phenomena by distill core concepts and their relationships 

from text and interview. 

In line with Pidgeon et al. (1991), I agree that conceptual modeling is not quite 

different from a process of qualitative research. The difference is that, comparing to 

qualitative researchers who deal with specific and contextual social phenomena, 

conceptual data modelers usually deal with business problems entangled in domain-

specific constraints. Indeed, conceptual data modelers have to learn knowledge to 

understand domain-specific features. Moreover, they should produce results consisting 

of more abstract and general concepts in terms of business processes, functions and 

relating technical terms. 

We can expect that scrutinizing knowledge sources is as essential in conceptual 

modeling as it is in qualitative research. Learning domain knowledge and trying to 

clarify concepts are kinds of fundamental activities for describing things. As a great 

painting, such as Mona Lisa, is the result of deep observation, a purposeful and capable 

conceptual model is an outcome of commitment to the domain. Then, what is the point 
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to emphasize a method for fortifying coherence? If a conceptual data modeler has a gift 

as a great artist does, she has all qualities to produce successful conceptual models. A 

study on differences between novice and expert system analysts reveals that an expert 

adopts strategies of reviewing modeling paths in order to gain awareness of sensitive 

properties that are useful in understanding meanings of concepts in the universe of 

discourse (Schenk et al., 1998). The sensitivity of keen awareness to differences and 

similarities may be the result of long-term training and experiences. Partially, the 

expertise comes from a natural gift, or a talent; however, the fact that many qualitative 

researchers actually have been trained to be better analysts proves suggestively that 

following a proper procedure is still important for sharing findings and accumulating 

knowledge assets. Fortifying coherence can support conceptual data modelers in that it 

provides a systematic procedure to review modeling paths. The series of activities – 

reading through, defining topics and developing a story by comparing things – may be 

helpful in monitoring analysis paths. Moreover, the strategy of fortifying coherence may 

enable novice modelers to have more chances for reviewing current results internally 

and externally so that it can increase transparency of conceptual data modeling.  

Especially, grounded theory research, which is a qualitative research stream known 

for constant comparison principles of coding and data collection, resembles concept 

magnifying. It is a systematic methodology that involves a procedure from collecting 

data to constructing formal theory. The researcher starts by coding each event that has 

information on conceptualization with reading data. Those codes are bricks for emerging 
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concepts that connects meanings of social phenomena appeared in substantive data and 

theoretical interpretation of the researcher. While codes are developed, the researcher 

tries to constantly compare what she knows and what she found in a manner of line-by-

line investigation. In addition, theoretical relationships between concepts are constantly 

established by writing memos. Line-by-line coding with constant comparison and 

Memos with developing testable theories, are major tools for grounded theory research 

(Corbin and Strauss, 2008). 

Grounded theory is originated from symbolic interactionism, which is a paradigm 

of understanding how information is shared. In this view, human behavior is goal driven 

and highly symbolic in itself. Individuals communicate with symbols that have reflexive 

meanings; namely, a given environment is quite crucial to understand a true meaning of 

the symbol communicating between people. The meanings of symbols may be 

interpreted in different situations by different people. This fact is crucial not only for 

grounded theorists but also for the conceptual data modelers since knowledge can be 

situated in different contexts that need to be deeply understood. Grounded theory shows 

that there should be concrete, feasible, and ease-to-use strategies that ensure minimizing 

any symbolic misunderstandings. Constant comparison is helpful in being aware of 

subtle differences of meanings. Coding methods, such as open coding, axial coding and 

selective coding, are useful for recoding historical facts on how theoretical propositions 

have been developed. In addition, memoing provides space for evaluating and testing 

theoretical codes that should be elaborated by commitment to discovering generalizable 
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properties from substantive concepts. 

Concept magnifying is relevant to the foundations of grounded theory. The 

strategies – fortifying coherence and developing examples – are rooted in the similar 

philosophical assumptions. First of all, those procedural guidelines share the idea that 

recursive efforts are required to increase possibility of discovering new concepts and 

verifying substantive outcomes. The process of using the strategy of fortifying 

coherence consists of a series of repeating activities for reconstructing knowledge by 

projecting modelers’ perception. Constant comparison of coding and data collection of 

grounded theory aims to refine substantive codes by evaluating findings with new data 

against or for them. If there are few possible improvements, the researcher can assure 

that the findings from an empirical subject provide coherent understanding on a focal 

phenomenon (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). In other words, the process is continuing until 

the researcher achieves theoretical saturation, which can be described by a situation that 

core concepts are refined enough to understand coherently the focal phenomenon.  

Secondly, writing memos help Grounded Theory researchers identify hypothetical 

relationships between concepts because it is during writing memos that alternative 

examples on theoretical explanation are tested (Hernandez, 2009). Those memos that 

include specific connections between concepts and properties verify researchers’ ideas 

on developing more general concepts for clustering substantive codes (Glaser, 1978). 

Generating examples in terms of theoretical codes is regarded as an effective means to 
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develop theories in Grounded Theory research (Boeije, 2002). Prior studies on 

Grounded Theory methodologies support that combining writing memos and doing line-

by-line coding can improve productivity of theory building (Corbin and Strauss, 2008; 

Strauss, 1987). Concept magnifying of developing examples has similar objectives of 

memoing. By developing examples, a conceptual data modeler can test his or her ideas 

on possible combinations of modeling constructs based on findings. Moreover, the self-

explanation feature of developing examples in concept magnifying may increase 

auditability of those examples since other collaborators can examine contexts of 

developing examples and usages in combinations. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper studies the new design concept, concept magnifying, to augment 

designer’s capability on conceptual modeling. Two key rules are suggested: fortifying 

coherence and developing examples. In the experiment, applying concept magnifying 

resulted in positive effects on conceptual modeling. 

The study contributes to theoretical efforts to develop a design theory on 

augmenting conceptual modeling activities. Specifically, this paper shows that rather 

simple, easy-to-implement rules can increase conceptual modeling performance. 

Moreover, the rules from concept magnifying have relevance to the grounded theory 

approach that has been accepted as a major research tool for comprehend empirical, 

substantially rooted data in a phenomenon.  
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The study also contributes to practical efforts to reduce failure rate of information 

systems development. Usually, conceptual modeling is viewed as an activity of 

describing or drawing abstract models consist of diagrams rather than a process of 

understanding domain knowledge. Ideally, an articulated requirement statement is 

developed based on mutual efforts between domain experts and knowledge engineers. 

Subsequently, a designer transforms the requirement into abstract, simple representation 

for system development. Since the requirement is articulated, without unclear facts, 

conceptual modeling may be perceived as a less difficult step. The experiment results in 

the paper showed that using even one of the simplest modeling grammars, the entity-

relationship diagrams, could be difficult for novice modelers. Supporting the modelers 

with concept magnifying yielded to significantly improved outcomes. Therefore, 

practitioners who try to use conceptual modeling tools need to consider concept 

magnifying as a supplementary principle for increasing performance. 
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9. Appendix A 

IFIP Working Conference 

Background 

An IFIP Working Conference is an international conference centered on a topic of 

specific interest to one or more IFIP Working Groups. The conference is not open to 

everyone and participation is by invitation only. Two objectives of the conference 

organizers are to ensure that members of the involved Working Group(s) and Technical 

Committee(s) are invited and that attendance is sufficient for financial break-even 

without exceeding the capacity of the facilities available. 

Two committees are involved in organizing an IFIP Working Conference: a 

Program Committee and an Organizing Committee. The Program Committee deals with 

the technical content of the conference and an Organizing Committee with financial and 

local arrangements, and with invitations and publicity. These committees have to work 

together closely and have a need for common information. The objectives of the 

information system are to support for activities of both committees. Some of the 

information is common to both. 

Activities to be supported by the information system 

Program committee: 

1. Preparing a mailing list for sending the call for papers 
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2. Registering letters of intent for participation 

3. Registering the submitted papers 

4. Sending the papers to reviewers 

5. Collecting reviewers reports and deciding on which papers to accept 

6. Grouping accepted papers into sessions and assigning sessions chairs 

Organizing committee: 

1. Preparing a list of people to invite 

2. Issuing priority invitations to National Representatives and to members of 

related Working Groups 

3. Ensuring all authors of each submitted paper receive an invitation 

4. Registering acceptance of invitations and generating a final list of participants 

Note: An effort is made to avoid sending duplicate invitations to any individual. 
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10. Appendix B 

Application Source Codes 

 

//#UserQuery.java 

package RDF; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.util.List; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.Query; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryExecution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryExecutionFactory; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QueryFactory; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.ResultSet; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.ResultSetFormatter; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * UserQuery.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class UserQuery { 

 private ResultSet results; 

 private List<QuerySolution> sols; 

  

 public UserQuery() { 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * run a query<br /> 

  * @param queryString query 

  * @param model rdf model 

  */ 

 public void run(String queryString, Model model) { 

  Query query = QueryFactory.create(queryString); // first, you create 

query object using query factory  

  QueryExecution qe = QueryExecutionFactory.create(query, model); //next 

execute query - this is the simplest method 
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  results = qe.execSelect(); //project results to a result set 

  sols = ResultSetFormatter.toList(results); //make the results as a 

list. List is easier to handle ARQ results if you adopt Jena2 

 }//run 

  

 /* auto-generated setters and getters */ 

 public ResultSet getResult() { 

  return results; 

 } 

 public List<QuerySolution> getSols() { 

  return sols; 

 } 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionPalleteSelection.java 

package PushAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Button; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Combo; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Property; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionPalleteSelection.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionPaletteSelection extends SelectionAdapter{ 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private Property[] pallet; 

 public ActionPaletteSelection(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

  this.pallet = this.main.getPalette(); 

 } 

 public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

  super.widgetSelected(e); 
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  Combo combo = (Combo)e.widget; 

  if(combo.getSelectionIndex()==0) return; //if selected, rename the 

button as "CATCH!" 

  Button btn = this.main.getBtnDraw(); 

  btn.setText("CATCH!"); 

 } 

} 

 

//#ActionLoadQuery.java 

package PushAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.io.BufferedInputStream; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileInputStream; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionLoadQuery.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

 

public class ActionLoadQuery { 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private String query; 

  

 public ActionLoadQuery(MainWindow main, String fileName) { 

  this.main=main; 

  File f = new File(fileName); 

  BufferedInputStream bis; //query file 

  String query=null; 

   try { 

    bis = new BufferedInputStream(new 

FileInputStream(f)); 

    StringBuffer buf = new StringBuffer(); 

    while(bis.available()>0) { 

     buf.append((char)bis.read()); 
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    } //read query file by buffering 

    query = buf.toString(); 

    bis.close(); 

   } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

    // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

    e.printStackTrace(); 

   } catch (IOException e) { 

    // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

    e.printStackTrace(); 

   }//try catch 

   this.query = query; 

 }//constructor 

 /* auto-generated methods - Eclipse */ 

 public MainWindow getMain() { 

  return main; 

 } 

 public void setMain(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main = main; 

 } 

 public String getQuery() { 

  return query; 

 } 

 public void setQuery(String query) { 

  this.query = query; 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionExecuteQuery.java 

package PushAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.util.List; 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableColumn; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import RDF.UserQuery; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.RDFNode; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

import GUI.MyRDFTable; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 
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 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionExecuteQuery.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionExecuteQuery { 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private Model model; 

 private ActionLoadQuery querySet; 

  

 public ActionExecuteQuery(MainWindow main, ActionLoadQuery querySet) { 

  this.main=main; 

  this.querySet = querySet; 

  this.model = this.main.getRdfRequirement(); 

  this.execute(); 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * @param main 

  * @param querySet 

  * @param codeTable 

  */ 

 public ActionExecuteQuery(MainWindow main, ActionLoadQuery querySet,boolean 

codeTable) { 

  this.main=main; 

  this.querySet = querySet; 

   

  if(codeTable) { 

   this.model=this.main.getInfModel(); 

   this.executeCode(); 

  } else { 

   this.model = this.main.getRdfRequirement(); 

   this.execute(); 

  } 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * for statements 

  */ 

 private void execute() { 

  if(this.model!=null) { 

   UserQuery userQuery = new UserQuery(); //user query 

   String queryString = this.querySet.getQuery(); //get query 

text 
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   userQuery.run(queryString, model); 

   main.setSolutions(userQuery.getSols()); //set Solution 

   main.setResults(userQuery.getResult()); //set Result 

  } 

 }//execute 

 /** 

  * for elements 

  */ 

 private void executeCode() { 

  if(this.model!=null) { 

   UserQuery userQuery = new UserQuery(); 

   String queryString = this.querySet.getQuery(); 

   userQuery.run(queryString, model); 

   main.setSolutionsCode(userQuery.getSols()); //set Solution 

   main.setResultsCode(userQuery.getResult()); //set Result 

  } 

 }//method 

 /** 

  * display a result 

  * @param rdfTable 

  * @param code 

  */ 

 public void displayResult(MyRDFTable rdfTable,boolean code) { 

  List<String> vars; //variables (header) 

  /*init*/ 

  if(!rdfTable.getTableResult().isDisposed()) { 

   rdfTable.getTableResult().dispose(); 

   rdfTable.createTable(); 

  } 

  Table table = rdfTable.getTableResult(); 

  List<QuerySolution> sols; 

  int rows; 

  if(code) { 

   sols = main.getSolutionsCode(); 

   rows = main.getResultsCode().getRowNumber(); 

   vars = main.getResultsCode().getResultVars(); 

  } else { 

   sols = main.getSolutions(); 

   rows = main.getResults().getRowNumber(); 

   vars = main.getResults().getResultVars(); 

  } 

  table.setRedraw(false); //for efficiency 

  String[] nameVars = new String[vars.size()]; 

  for(int i=0; i<nameVars.length; i++) { 

   nameVars[i] = vars.get(i); 

  } 
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  //columns 

  TableColumn[] cols=rdfTable.createColumns(table, nameVars); 

   

  //rows 

  for(int i=0; i<rows; i++) { 

   QuerySolution sol = sols.get(i); 

   TableItem item = new TableItem(table, SWT.NONE); 

   for(int j=0; j<nameVars.length;j++) { 

    RDFNode node = sol.get(nameVars[j]); 

    if(node == null) { 

     item.setText(j, ""); 

    } else { 

     item.setText(j,node.toString()); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  //pack 

  rdfTable.columnPack(cols); 

  table.setRedraw(true); 

 }//method 

 /** 

  * @param rdfTable 

  * @param colNumber 

  */ 

 public void displayResult(MyRDFTable rdfTable,int colNumber) { 

   

  /*init*/ 

  if(!rdfTable.getTableResult().isDisposed()) { 

   rdfTable.getTableResult().dispose(); 

   rdfTable.createTable(); 

  } 

  Table table = rdfTable.getTableResult(); 

   

  List<QuerySolution> sols = main.getSolutions(); //get solution from 

main 

   

  table.setRedraw(false); //for efficiency 

  List<String> vars = main.getResults().getResultVars(); 

  int rows = main.getResults().getRowNumber(); 

  String[] nameVars = new String[1]; 

  nameVars[0] = vars.get(colNumber); 

  //columns 

  TableColumn[] cols=rdfTable.createColumns(table, nameVars); 

   

  //rows 

  for(int i=0; i<rows; i++) { 
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   QuerySolution sol = sols.get(i); 

   TableItem item = new TableItem(table, SWT.NONE); 

   for(int j=0; j<nameVars.length;j++) { 

    RDFNode node = sol.get(nameVars[j]); 

    if(node == null) { 

     item.setText(j, ""); 

    } else { 

     item.setText(j,node.toString()); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  //pack 

  rdfTable.columnPack(cols); 

  table.setRedraw(true); 

 }//method 

 /** 

  * @param rdfTable 

  * @param code 

  * @param colNumber 

  * @param names 

  */ 

 public void displayResult(MyRDFTable rdfTable, boolean code, int[] colNumber, 

String[] names) { 

  List<String> vars; 

  /*init*/ 

  if(!rdfTable.getTableResult().isDisposed()) { 

   rdfTable.getTableResult().dispose(); 

   rdfTable.createTable(); 

  } 

  Table table = rdfTable.getTableResult(); 

   

  List<QuerySolution> sols = main.getSolutions(); //get solution from 

main 

  int rows; 

  if(code) { 

   sols = main.getSolutionsCode(); 

   rows = main.getResultsCode().getRowNumber(); 

   vars = main.getResultsCode().getResultVars(); 

  } else { 

   sols = main.getSolutions(); 

   rows = main.getResults().getRowNumber(); 

   vars = main.getResults().getResultVars(); 

  } 

  table.setRedraw(false); //for efficiency 

  String[] nameVars = new String[colNumber.length]; 

  for(int i=0; i<nameVars.length; i++) { 
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   nameVars[i] = vars.get(colNumber[i]); 

  } 

  //columns 

  TableColumn[] cols=rdfTable.createColumns(table, names); 

   

  //rows 

  for(int i=0; i<rows; i++) { 

   QuerySolution sol = sols.get(i); 

   TableItem item = new TableItem(table, SWT.NONE); 

   for(int j=0; j<nameVars.length;j++) { 

    RDFNode node = sol.get(nameVars[j]); 

    if(node == null) { 

     item.setText(j, ""); 

    } else { 

     item.setText(j,node.toString()); 

    } 

   } 

  } 

  //pack 

  rdfTable.columnPack(cols); 

  table.setRedraw(true); 

 }//method 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionDerivedConcept.java 

package PushAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.util.List; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.ResultSet; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.InfModel; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.RDFNode; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

import GUI.MyRDFTable; 

import Ontology.DM_ERD; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 
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 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionDerivedConcept.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

 

public class ActionDerivedConcept { 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private String conceptName; 

 public ActionDerivedConcept(MainWindow main, String input) { 

  this.main = main; 

  conceptName = input; 

  update(); 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * the algorithm is simple.<br /> 

  * we just create an upper level resource and <br /> 

  * link other things to it.<br /> 

  */ 

 private void update() { 

  List<QuerySolution> sols = this.main.getSolutionsCode(); 

  ResultSet rs = this.main.getResultsCode(); 

  Model model = this.main.rdfRequirement; 

  Model schema = this.main.schema; 

  InfModel infModel = this.main.infModel; 

  if(model == null | infModel == null) return; //do nothing 

   

  //table 

  MyRDFTable rdfTable = this.main.getCodeTable(); 

  Table table = rdfTable.getTableResult(); 

  TableItem[] items = table.getItems(); 

   

  //concept resource 

  Resource concept = model.createResource() 

  .addProperty(DM_ERD.time,String.valueOf(System.currentTimeMillis())) 

  .addProperty(DM_ERD.conceptName, this.conceptName); 

 

  //match 

  for(int i=0,n=items.length; i<n; i++) { 

   if(items[i].getChecked()) { 

    QuerySolution sol = sols.get(i); //ith item is 

checked 

    RDFNode node = sol.get("entityLog"); 

    if(node==null) sol.get("attributeLog"); 
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    if(node==null) sol.get("relationshipLog"); 

    if(node==null) sol.get("constraintLog"); 

    if(node==null) sol.get("calculationLog"); 

    if(node==null) sol.get("processLog"); 

    concept.addProperty(DM_ERD.derived, node); 

   }//if 

  }//for 

  for(TableItem item : items) { 

   item.setChecked(false); 

  }//for 

//  model.write(System.out); //for testing... 

 }//method 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionCatch.java 

package PushAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.util.List; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Button; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Combo; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableColumn; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Text; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.AnonId; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.InfModel; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.ModelFactory; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Property; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.RDFNode; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Resource; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Statement; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.StmtIterator; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.util.PrintUtil; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

import Ontology.DM_ERD; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 
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 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionCatch.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionCatch extends SelectionAdapter{ 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private String selection; 

 private long selectedTime; 

 public ActionCatch(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

 }//constructor 

 public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 

  super.widgetSelected(e); 

  Text text = main.getTxtSentence(); 

  Button btn = (Button)e.widget; 

  Combo combo = main.getComboAnalysisProperty(); 

  if(combo.getSelectionIndex()==0) return;  

  this.selection = text.getSelectionText(); 

  this.selectedTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

  btn.setText("READY"); 

//  System.out.println(this.selection+"-"+this.selectedTime); 

  updateLog(); 

 }//method 

  

 /** 

  * Write an RDF statement for a code 

  */ 

 private void updateLog() { 

  int tableIndex = -1; //default 

  int palletIndex = 0; 

  Table table = this.main.getSenTable().getTableResult(); 

  tableIndex = table.getSelectionIndex(); 

  List<QuerySolution> list = this.main.getSolutions(); 

  if(tableIndex < 0 ) return; //do nothing 

   

  palletIndex = this.main.getComboAnalysisProperty().getSelectionIndex(); 

  if(palletIndex < 1 ) return; //do nothing 

   

  QuerySolution sol = list.get(tableIndex); 

  RDFNode node = sol.get("id"); //find id 

  Model model = this.main.getRdfRequirement(); 
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  String memo = this.main.getTxtMemo().getText(); 

  String catched = this.main.getTxtSentence().getSelectionText(); 

  Property anonClass = getProperty(palletIndex); //property (palette) 

   

  /*node update*/ 

  Resource res = node.asResource(); //anchor node -> resource 

  res.addProperty(anonClass, //property 

    model.createResource() //cascading 

     .addProperty(DM_ERD.memo, memo) //write a 

memo 

     .addProperty(DM_ERD.catched, catched) 

//write a catched code 

     .addProperty(DM_ERD.time, 

String.valueOf(System.currentTimeMillis()))); //write current time  

  this.main.setRdfRequirement(model); //model renewal 

  Combo combo = main.getComboAnalysisProperty(); //return to the initial 

position 

  combo.select(0); 

   

  /*sorting*/ 

  int sortIndex=this.main.getComboListProperty().getSelectionIndex(); 

  updateView(sortIndex, this.main); 

 }//method 

  

 /** 

  * load each sparql file 

  * @param sortIndex 

  * @param main 

  */ 

 public static void updateView(int sortIndex, MainWindow main) { 

  Model schema = main.getSchema(); 

  Model model = main.rdfRequirement; 

  if(model == null) return; 

  InfModel infModel = main.getInfModel(); //inference model 

  infModel = ModelFactory.createRDFSModel(schema, model); //model 

factory 

   

  main.setInfModel(infModel); 

  String filename=""; 

  String[] names = null; 

  int[] colNumber = null; 

  switch(sortIndex) { 

  case 0: 

   names = new String[] {"CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; //columns 

   colNumber = new int[] {2,1,3}; //columns which are displayed 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME"}; //columns 
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//   colNumber = new int[] {1,2,3}; //columns which are displayed 

   filename="query/getCodeDefault.spq"; //query 

   break; 

  case 1: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeEntity.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 2: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeAttribute.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 3: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeRelationship.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 4: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeConstraint.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 5: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeProcess.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 6: 

   names = new String[] {"MEMO","CATCH","SENTENCE","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {5,3,1,4}; 

//   names = new String[] {"SENTENCE","CATCH","TIME","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {1,3,4,5}; 

   filename="query/getCodeCalculation.spq"; 

   break; 

  case 7: 
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   names = new String[] {"NAME","MEMO","CATCH","TIME"}; 

   colNumber = new int[] {2,6,4,3}; 

//   names = new String[] {"NAME","TIME","CATCH","MEMO"}; 

//   colNumber = new int[] {2,3,4,6}; 

   filename="query/getCodeDerived.spq"; 

   break; 

  } 

  ActionLoadQuery loadQuery = new ActionLoadQuery(main, filename); 

//query loader 

  ActionExecuteQuery exeQuery = new ActionExecuteQuery(main, 

loadQuery,true); //an object to execute the query 

  exeQuery.displayResult(main.getCodeTable(),true, colNumber, names); 

//display the result 

 }//method 

  

 /** 

  * Property selection<br /> 

  * @param i 

  * @return 

  */ 

 private Property getProperty(int i) { 

  Property p=null; 

  switch(i) { 

  case 1: 

   p = DM_ERD.entityInfo; 

   break; 

  case 2: 

   p = DM_ERD.attributeInfo; 

   break; 

  case 3: 

   p = DM_ERD.relationshipInfo; 

   break; 

  case 4: 

   p = DM_ERD.constraintInfo; 

   break; 

  case 5: 

   p = DM_ERD.processInfo; 

   break; 

  case 6: 

   p = DM_ERD.calculationInfo; 

   break; 

  }//switch 

  return p; 

 }//method 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 
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//#DM_ERM.java 

package Ontology; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.*; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * DM_ERM.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class DM_ERD { 

    /** <p>The RDF model that holds the vocabulary terms</p> */ 

    private static Model m_model = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel(); 

    /** <p>The namespace of the vocabulary as a string</p> */ 

    public static final String NS = "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#"; 

    /** <p>The namespace of the vocabulary as a string</p> 

     *  @see #NS */ 

    public static String getURI() {return NS;} 

    /** <p>The namespace of the vocabulary as a resource</p> */ 

    public static final Resource NAMESPACE = m_model.createResource( NS ); 

    public static final Property attributeInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#attributeInfo" ); 

    public static final Property calculationInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#calculationInfo" ); 

    public static final Property catched = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#catched" ); 

    public static final Property constraintInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#constraintInfo" ); 

    public static final Property contextInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#contextInfo" ); 

    public static final Property designInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#designInfo" ); 

    public static final Property entityInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#entityInfo" ); 

    /** <p>A content of a sentence</p> */ 

    public static final Property lineByLine = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#lineByLine" ); 

    public static final Property memo = 
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m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#memo" ); 

    public static final Property processInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#processInfo" ); 

    public static final Property relationshipInfo = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#relationshipInfo" ); 

    public static final Property time = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#time" ); 

    public static final Property derived = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#derived" ); 

    public static final Property conceptName = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#conceptName" ); 

    public static final Property order = 

m_model.createProperty( "http://cba.snu.ac.kr/idslab/DM_ERD#order" ); 

    /** 

     * Assign properties to the palette 

     * @return 

     */ 

    public Property[] getPalette() { 

     Property[] p = new Property[6]; 

     p[0] = this.entityInfo; 

     p[1] = this.attributeInfo; 

     p[2] = this.relationshipInfo; 

     p[3] = this.constraintInfo; 

     p[4] = this.processInfo; 

     p[5] = this.calculationInfo; 

      

     return p; 

    }//method 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#IMenuAction.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * IMenuAction.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 
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public interface IMenuAction { 

 public void action(); 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionSaveReq.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

import java.io.BufferedOutputStream; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.io.FileOutputStream; 

 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.FileDialog; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.MessageBox; 

 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.InfModel; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionSaveReq.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionSaveReq implements IMenuAction{ 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private FileDialog fileD; 

 private Model rdfModel; 

 private InfModel infModel; 

 public ActionSaveReq(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main = main; 

  this.rdfModel = this.main.getRdfRequirement(); 

  this.infModel = this.main.getInfModel(); 

  action(); 

 }//constructor 

  

 public void action() { 
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  if(this.rdfModel==null || this.infModel==null) return; //do nothing 

  String fileName = this.main.getReqFilePath(); 

  FileOutputStream fis; 

  FileOutputStream fisInf; 

   

  try { 

   fis = new FileOutputStream(new File(fileName+"_result")); 

//file name 

   BufferedOutputStream bis = new BufferedOutputStream(fis,1024); 

   this.rdfModel.write(bis); 

    

   fisInf = new FileOutputStream(new 

File(fileName+"_result_inf.rdf")); //inference model 

   BufferedOutputStream bisInf = new 

BufferedOutputStream(fisInf,1024); 

   this.infModel.write(bisInf); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  }//try 

  MessageBox msgBox = new 

MessageBox(this.main.getShell(),SWT.ICON_INFORMATION|SWT.OK); 

  msgBox.setMessage("Model Saved."); //message 

  msgBox.open(); //open, after that, the whole application is stopped 

 }//method 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionOpenReq.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Combo; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.FileDialog; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableColumn; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Text; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

import GUI.MyRDFTable; 

import Listener.RequirementListener; 

import PushAction.ActionCatch; 

import PushAction.ActionExecuteQuery; 
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import PushAction.ActionLoadQuery; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.util.FileManager; 

 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionOpenReq.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionOpenReq implements IMenuAction{ 

 private MainWindow main; 

 private FileDialog fileD; 

 private Model rdfModel; //jena2 RDF 

  

 public ActionOpenReq(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main = main; 

   

  if(this.actionA()) this.updateTable();; 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * file dialog 

  * @return 

  */ 

 public boolean actionA() { 

  fileD = new FileDialog(main.getShell(),SWT.OPEN); 

  fileD.setFilterNames(new String[] {"Resource Description Framework 

(*.rdf)"}); 

  fileD.setFilterExtensions(new String[]{"*.rdf"}); 

  fileD.setFilterPath("requirement"); 

  String filePath = fileD.open(); 

  if(filePath != null) { //nothing selected, do nothing. otherwise, 

   this.main.setReqFilePath(filePath); 

   rdfModel = FileManager.get().loadModel(filePath); //load an 

RDF model using buffered stream (Jena2 framework) 

   main.rdfRequirement = rdfModel; 

   return true; //go 

  }  

  return false; //no go 

 }//method 
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 /** 

  * key method<br /> 

  * update query<br /> 

  */ 

 public void updateTable() { 

  ActionLoadQuery loadQuery = new ActionLoadQuery(this.main, 

"query/getlinebyline.spq"); //load a query on memory 

  ActionExecuteQuery exeQuery = new ActionExecuteQuery(this.main, 

loadQuery); //an object for querying 

   

  exeQuery.displayResult(main.getSenTable(),1); //parsing sparql results 

(excluding id) 

  final Table table = main.getSenTable().getTableResult(); //reference 

table 

   

  TableColumn col = table.getColumn(0); //column (first) 

  col.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { //if you click a 

first header, deselect all checked items 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    // TODO Auto-generated method stub 

    super.widgetSelected(e); 

    TableItem[] items = table.getItems(); 

    for(TableItem item : items) 

     item.setChecked(false); 

   } 

  });//listener 

  table.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { //if you click an 

item, display a sentence 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    Text text = main.getTxtSentence(); 

   

 text.setText(table.getItem(table.getSelectionIndex()).getText(0)); 

   } 

  });//listener 

  Combo combo = this.main.getComboListProperty(); 

  ActionCatch.updateView(combo.getSelectionIndex(), this.main); //you 

upload sentences; therefore, properties should be set up properly  

 } 

 @Override 

 public void action() { 

  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 

  // no actions by the user 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 
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//#ActionHelp.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.awt.Desktop; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionHelp.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionHelp implements IMenuAction { 

 private MainWindow main; 

  

 public ActionHelp(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

  action(); 

 } 

 @Override 

 public void action() { 

  Desktop dk = Desktop.getDesktop(); 

  try { 

   dk.open(new File("etc/help.xhtml")); 

  } catch (IOException e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionExit.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.MessageBox; 
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import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionExit.java 

 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionExit implements IMenuAction{ 

 

 private MainWindow main; 

  

 public ActionExit(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

  action(); 

 } 

 public void action() { 

  MessageBox msgBox = new 

MessageBox(this.main.getShell(),SWT.ICON_WARNING|SWT.OK|SWT.CANCEL); 

  msgBox.setMessage("The application will be terminated without saving 

the file."); 

  int rc = msgBox.open(); 

  switch(rc) { 

  case SWT.OK: 

   System.exit(-1); //exit without saving a file 

   break; 

  }//switch 

 }//action 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#ActionAbout.java 

package MenuAction; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.awt.Desktop; 

import java.io.File; 

import java.io.IOException; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 
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/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * ActionAbout.java 

 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class ActionAbout implements IMenuAction { 

 private MainWindow main; 

 public ActionAbout(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

  action(); 

 } 

 @Override 

 public void action() { 

  Desktop dk = Desktop.getDesktop(); 

  try { 

   dk.open(new File("etc/about.xhtml")); 

  } catch (IOException e) { 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#RequirementListener.java 

package Listener; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 
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 *  

 * RequirementListener.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class RequirementListener extends SelectionAdapter { 

 private MainWindow main; 

 public RequirementListener(MainWindow main) { 

  this.main=main; 

 } 

 public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

  Table table = (Table)e.widget; 

  TableItem item = table.getSelection()[0]; 

  System.out.println(item.getText(0)+":"+item.getText(1)); 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#MyMenuListener.java 

package Listener; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionListener; 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

import MenuAction.ActionAbout; 

import MenuAction.ActionExit; 

import MenuAction.ActionHelp; 

import MenuAction.ActionOpenReq; 

import MenuAction.ActionSaveReq; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyMenuListener.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

 

public class MyMenuListener extends SelectionAdapter { 

 private MainWindow mainWindow; 
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 public MyMenuListener(MainWindow mainWindow) { 

  this.mainWindow = mainWindow; 

 } 

 public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

  switch((Integer)e.widget.getData()) { 

  case 10: 

   new ActionOpenReq(mainWindow); 

   break; 

  case 11: 

   new ActionSaveReq(mainWindow); 

   break; 

  case 12: 

   new ActionExit(mainWindow); 

   break; 

  case 20: 

   new ActionAbout(mainWindow); 

   break; 

  } 

 } 

  

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#MyRDFTable.java 

package GUI; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Composite; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Shell; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableColumn; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyRDFTable.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class MyRDFTable { 

 private Composite composite; 
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 private Table tableResult; 

 private int x,y,w,h; 

 private int style; 

 public MyRDFTable(Shell shell) { 

  composite=shell; 

//  createTable(); 

 }//constructor 

 /** 

  * create a table, a default type 

  */ 

 public void createTable() { 

  tableResult = new Table(composite,this.style); 

  tableResult.setBounds(this.x, this.y, this.w, this.h); 

  tableResult.setHeaderVisible(true); 

  tableResult.setLinesVisible(true); 

 }//method 

 /** 

  * @param x coordinate 

  * @param y coordinate 

  * @param w width 

  * @param h height 

  * @param style SWT style 

  */ 

 public void createTable(int x, int y, int w, int h, int style) { 

  this.x=x; 

  this.y=y; 

  this.w=w; 

  this.h=h; 

  this.style=style; 

  tableResult = new Table(composite, style); 

  tableResult.setBounds(this.x, this.y, this.w, this.h); 

  tableResult.setHeaderVisible(true); 

  tableResult.setLinesVisible(true); 

 } 

 /** 

  * You have to pack all columns 

  * @param cols 

  */ 

 public void columnPack(TableColumn[] cols) { 

  for(int i=0; i<cols.length;i++) 

   cols[i].pack(); 

 } 

 /** 

  * @param table SWT table 

  * @param names column name 

  * @return columns 
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  */ 

 public TableColumn[] createColumns(Table table,String[] names) { 

  TableColumn[] cols = new TableColumn[names.length]; 

  for(int i=0; i<cols.length; i++) { 

   cols[i] = new TableColumn(tableResult, SWT.NONE); 

   cols[i].setText(names[i]); 

  } 

  return cols; 

    

 } 

 /* auto-generated setters and getters from Eclipse */ 

 public Table getTableResult() { 

  return tableResult; 

 } 

 public void setTableResult(Table tableResult) { 

  this.tableResult = tableResult; 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#MyMenu.java 

package GUI; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Menu; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.MenuItem; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Shell; 

import Listener.MyMenuListener; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyMenu.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

public class MyMenu { 

 private Menu menu; 

 private Shell shell; 

 private MainWindow mainWindow; 

 private MenuItem[] fileMenuItem; 

// private MenuItem[] aboutMenuItem; //depreciated 
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 private static final String[] fileMenu = {"Open Requirement","Save 

Analysis","Exit"}; //main menu 

// private static final String[] aboutMenu = {"About Me"}; 

  

 public MyMenu() {} 

 //constructor 

 public MyMenu(Shell shell, MainWindow mainWindow) { 

  this.shell = shell; 

  this.mainWindow = mainWindow; 

 }//constructor 

 public void init() { 

  menu = new Menu(shell, SWT.BAR); 

  MyMenuListener listener = new MyMenuListener(mainWindow); 

  /*create all the items in the bar menu*/ 

  MenuItem fileItem = new MenuItem(menu, SWT.CASCADE); 

//  MenuItem aboutItem = new MenuItem(menu, SWT.CASCADE); 

   

  fileItem.setText("MENU"); 

//  aboutItem.setText("&ABOUT"); 

   

  /*link*/ 

  Menu fileMenu = new Menu(menu); 

  Menu aboutMenu = new Menu(menu); 

   

  fileItem.setMenu(fileMenu); 

//  aboutItem.setMenu(aboutMenu); 

   

  /*fileMenu*/ 

  this.fileMenuItem = new MenuItem[this.fileMenu.length]; 

  for(int i=0; i<this.fileMenu.length; i++) { 

   this.fileMenuItem[i] = new MenuItem(fileMenu, SWT.NONE); 

   this.fileMenuItem[i].setText(this.fileMenu[i]); 

   this.fileMenuItem[i].setData(10+i); 

   this.fileMenuItem[i].addSelectionListener(listener); 

  }//for 

  /*aboutMenu*/ 

//  this.aboutMenuItem = new MenuItem[this.aboutMenu.length]; 

//  for(int i=0; i<this.aboutMenu.length; i++) { 

//   this.aboutMenuItem[i] = new MenuItem(aboutMenu, SWT.NONE); 

//   this.aboutMenuItem[i].setText(this.aboutMenu[i]); 

//   this.aboutMenuItem[i].setData(20+i); 

//   this.aboutMenuItem[i].addSelectionListener(listener); 

//  }//for 

 }//method 

 public Menu getMyMenu() { 
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  if(menu != null) 

   return menu; 

  return null; 

 }//method 

}//class 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#MyDeriveDialog.java 

package GUI; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.layout.GridData; 

import org.eclipse.swt.layout.GridLayout; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Button; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Dialog; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Display; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Label; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Shell; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Text; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyDeriveDialog.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

public class MyDeriveDialog extends Dialog { 

 private String message; //titile 

 private String input; //text input 

  

 public MyDeriveDialog(Shell parent) { 

  this(parent,SWT.DIALOG_TRIM|SWT.APPLICATION_MODAL); //trim, modal 

dialog 

 } 

 

 public MyDeriveDialog(Shell parent, int style) { 

  super(parent,style); //super class 

  setText("Derived Concept"); //title headline 

  setMessage("Please enter a concept name."); //message 
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 } 

 

 /** 

  * Opens the dialog and returns the input 

  */ 

 public String open() { 

  Shell shell = new Shell(getParent(),getStyle()); 

  shell.setText(getText()); 

  int x = getParent().getBounds().x; 

  int y = getParent().getBounds().y; 

  int w = getParent().getBounds().width; 

  int h = getParent().getBounds().height; 

  int sX = x+w/2; 

  int sY = y+h/2; 

  shell.setLocation(sX, sY); //location (center) 

  createContents(shell); //create contents 

  shell.pack(); //pack 

  shell.open(); //dialog opened 

  Display display = getParent().getDisplay(); 

  while(!shell.isDisposed()) { 

   if(!display.readAndDispatch()) { 

    display.sleep(); 

   } 

  } //thread 

  return input; //return a name of a new concept 

 }//method 

 

 private void createContents(final Shell shell) { 

  shell.setLayout(new GridLayout(2, true)); //layout 

   

  // label 

  Label label = new Label(shell, SWT.NONE); //message label 

  label.setText(message); 

  GridData data = new GridData(); 

  data.horizontalSpan=2; 

  label.setLayoutData(data); 

   

  //input box 

  final Text text = new Text(shell,SWT.BORDER);  

  data = new GridData(GridData.FILL_HORIZONTAL); 

  data.horizontalSpan=2; 

  text.setLayoutData(data); 

   

  //OK button 

  Button btnOk = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); 

  btnOk.setText("OK"); 
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  data = new GridData(GridData.FILL_HORIZONTAL); 

  btnOk.setLayoutData(data); 

  btnOk.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 

   @Override 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    input = text.getText(); //nothing is inputted 

    if(input.length()<=0) { // like, input.isEmpty() 

     input = null;  

    } 

    shell.close(); //close this dialog 

   } 

  }); 

   

  //Cancel button 

  Button btnCancel = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); 

  btnCancel.setText("Cancel"); 

  data = new GridData(GridData.FILL_HORIZONTAL); 

  btnCancel.setLayoutData(data); 

  btnCancel.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    input = null; //do nothing 

    shell.close(); 

   } 

  }); 

  shell.setDefaultButton(btnOk); //if you enter, you click OK button 

 } 

 

 /* auto-generated setters and getters from Eclipse */ 

 public String getMessage() { 

  return message; 

 } 

 

 public void setMessage(String message) { 

  this.message = message; 

 } 

 

 public String getInput() { 

  return input; 

 } 

 

 public void setInput(String input) { 

  this.input = input; 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 
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//#MyWindow.java 

package GUI; 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import java.io.FileInputStream; 

import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 

import java.util.List; 

import org.eclipse.swt.SWT; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.DisposeEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.DisposeListener; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionAdapter; 

import org.eclipse.swt.events.SelectionEvent; 

import org.eclipse.swt.graphics.Image; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Button; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Combo; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Display; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Shell; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Table; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.TableItem; 

import org.eclipse.swt.widgets.Text; 

import Listener.RequirementListener; 

import MenuAction.ActionSaveReq; 

import Ontology.DM_ERD; 

import PushAction.ActionCatch; 

import PushAction.ActionDerivedConcept; 

import PushAction.ActionPaletteSelection; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.QuerySolution; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.query.ResultSet; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.InfModel; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Model; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.rdf.model.Property; 

import com.hp.hpl.jena.util.FileManager; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyWindow.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

public class MainWindow implements DisposeListener{ 

  

 /** 
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  * Members definition 

  */ 

  

 /*SWT initialization*/ 

 private Display display; //main display ~~ your monitor 

 private Shell shell; //main window 

 private MyMenu menu; //main memu 

  

 /*SWT widgets*/ 

 private MyRDFTable senTable; //a table of sentences 

 private MyRDFTable codeTable; //a table of elements 

 private Text txtSentence; //a text widget of a sentence 

 private Text txtMemo; //a text widget of a code + a memo 

 private Combo comboAnalysisProperty; //an open coding palette 

 private Combo comboListProperty; //an element list 

 private Button btnDraw; //drawing button 

 private Button btnDerive; //derive button 

 private Button btnEdit; //edit button (depreciated) 

 private Button btnClearMemo; //memo button 

  

 /*RDF*/ 

 public Model rdfRequirement; //Jena model, an input file 

 public Model schema; //RDFS file 

 public InfModel infModel; //inference model, an output file 

 private ResultSet results; //result set, a SPARQL result of a statement query 

 private List<QuerySolution> solutions; //query results of a a statement query 

 private ResultSet resultsCode; //result set, a SPARQL result of an element 

query 

 private List<QuerySolution> solutionsCode; //query results of an element query 

  

 /*File*/ 

 private String reqFilePath; //requirement file name 

  

 /*RDF properties*/ 

 private Property[] palettte; 

  

 /*Listener*/ 

// RequirementListener reqListener = new RequirementListener(this); //depreciated 

  

 /** 

  * <h3>CONSTRUCTOR<h3> 

  *  

  */ 

 public MainWindow() { 

  /*display setting*/ 

  display = new Display(); //initializing 
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  shell = new Shell(display,SWT.TITLE|SWT.CLOSE | SWT.MIN); //only a 

title bar, minimize, and a close button 

  shell.setSize(800, 500); //the window size will be 800(x) by 400(y) 

  shell.setText("Experiment Environment"); //write a title as 

"Experiment Environment" 

  menu = new MyMenu(shell, this); //create a menu widget 

  menu.init(); //initializing menu items 

  shell.setMenuBar(menu.getMyMenu()); //put the menu bar on the window 

  /*absolute layout*/ 

  senTable = new MyRDFTable(shell); //create a table (sentences) 

  senTable.createTable(5, 5, 500, 195, SWT.SINGLE | SWT.FULL_SELECTION | 

SWT.CHECK|SWT.BORDER); //absolute layout, single selection, full row, a check button, a 

border 

  txtSentence = new 

Text(shell,SWT.WRAP|SWT.MULTI|SWT.V_SCROLL|SWT.BORDER); //wrap style, lines, vertical 

scroll, a border 

  txtSentence.setBounds(510, 5, 280, 80); //layout 

  txtSentence.setToolTipText("This is a sentence section."); //write a 

tool tip 

  txtSentence.setEditable(false); //you cannot edit 

   

  txtMemo = new Text(shell,SWT.WRAP|SWT.MULTI|SWT.V_SCROLL|SWT.BORDER); 

//memo 

  txtMemo.setBounds(510, 120, 280, 80); //layout 

  txtMemo.setToolTipText("This is a memo section"); //tool tip 

   

  comboAnalysisProperty = new Combo(shell, SWT.READ_ONLY); //a simple 

style combo 

  this.setupPalette(comboAnalysisProperty); //initializing a palette 

  comboAnalysisProperty.setBounds(510, 90, 100, 10); //layout 

  comboAnalysisProperty.select(0); //select the first item (i.e., title) 

  comboAnalysisProperty.addSelectionListener(new 

ActionPaletteSelection(this)); //add a listener 

   

  btnDraw = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); //draw button 

  btnDraw.setText("READY"); //text 

  btnDraw.setBounds(620, 90, 100, 23); //layout 

  btnDraw.addSelectionListener(new ActionCatch(this)); //add a listener 

   

//  code table 

  codeTable = new MyRDFTable(shell); //element table 

  codeTable.createTable(5, 210, 660, 230, 

SWT.MULTI|SWT.FULL_SELECTION|SWT.BORDER|SWT.CHECK); //single selection, full row, a 

check button, a border 

   

//  derive button 
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  btnDerive = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); //derive button 

  btnDerive.setText("DERIVE"); //text 

  btnDerive.setBounds(670, 240, 120, 30); //layout 

  btnDerive.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { //listener 

   @Override 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    /*inspect whether any items are checked*/ 

    boolean isChecked=false; //initial status:=false 

    Table codeTable = 

MainWindow.this.getCodeTable().getTableResult(); 

    TableItem[] items = codeTable.getItems(); 

    for(TableItem item : items) { //if any items are 

checked 

     if(item.getChecked()) 

      isChecked=true; //set status:=true 

    }//for 

    if(!isChecked) return; //do nothing because no item 

is checked 

    //end of an algorithm 

     

    /*inspect whether an indicator is proper*/ 

    int comboSelected = 

MainWindow.this.getComboListProperty().getSelectionIndex(); 

    if(comboSelected == 0) return; //title is selected, 

do nothing 

    MyDeriveDialog dlg = new MyDeriveDialog(shell); //a 

dialog for name input 

    String input = dlg.open(); //open it 

    if(input != null) { //nothing is input? do nothing 

     ActionDerivedConcept action =  //input 

      new 

ActionDerivedConcept(MainWindow.this, input); //update RDF 

    }//if 

   }//event 

  });//listener 

   

//  combo property set 

  comboListProperty = new Combo(shell, SWT.READ_ONLY); 

  this.setupPaletteList(comboListProperty);//setup 

  comboListProperty.setBounds(670, 210, 120, 10); //layout 

  comboListProperty.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() 

{ //listener 

   @Override 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    super.widgetSelected(e); 

    Combo combo = (Combo)e.widget; 
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    ActionCatch.updateView(combo.getSelectionIndex(), 

MainWindow.this); //update a view 

   }//event 

  });//listener 

  comboListProperty.select(0); //select a title 

   

  /* this edit button is depreciated*/ 

  /* 

   * Editing what you did may be needed in some cases. 

   * However, we depreciated this because it may increase complexity of 

an experiment unnecessarily. 

   * Moreover, grounded theory tries to put as many codes as possible. 

   * If you can erase what you did or modify it, we have to develop a 

method to keep records. 

   * At this time, we ignore this part; however, we will do update 

Concept Magnifier in order to enhance 

   * usability including editing functions when the experiment is 

successfully completed. 

   */ 

//  edit buton 

//  btnEdit = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); 

//  btnEdit.setText("EDIT"); 

//  btnEdit.setBounds(690, 280, 100, 50); 

//  btnEdit.setEnabled(false); 

   

  /* clear button */ 

  btnClearMemo = new Button(shell, SWT.PUSH); //button 

  btnClearMemo.setText("CLEAR"); //text 

  btnClearMemo.setBounds(725, 90, 60, 23); //layout 

  btnClearMemo.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { //listener 

   @Override 

   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 

    super.widgetSelected(e); 

    MainWindow.this.getTxtMemo().setText(""); //no text 

~~ clear 

   }//event 

  });//listener 

   

  /*dispose listener*/ 

  shell.addDisposeListener(this); //when the window is disposed, a 

result is automatically saved. 

   

  /*inference setup*/ 

  schema = FileManager.get().loadModel("schema/rdfs_datamodeling.rdfs"); 

//load an RDF schema 
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  /*run configuration*/ 

  //move the window on center 

  int screenW = display.getBounds().width;  

  int screenH = display.getBounds().height; 

  int appW = shell.getBounds().width; 

  int appH = shell.getBounds().height; 

  int x = (int)(screenW-appW)/2; 

  int y = (int)(screenH-appH)/2; 

  shell.setLocation(x, y); 

  Image icon = null; //set an icon 

  try { 

   icon = new Image(display, new 

FileInputStream("image/icon_cm.gif")); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException e1) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e1.printStackTrace(); 

  } 

  shell.setImage(icon); 

  /*================End of Screen Design================*/ 

  shell.open(); //run 

  while(!shell.isDisposed()) { 

   if(!display.readAndDispatch()) { 

    display.sleep(); //maintaining SWT thread 

   } 

  } 

  display.dispose(); //if thread dies, dispose display 

   

  /*dispose widgets*/ 

  //we have to dispose all the widgets for preventing memory leakage 

  if(txtSentence != null) txtSentence.dispose(); 

  if(txtMemo != null) txtMemo.dispose(); 

  if(comboAnalysisProperty != null) comboAnalysisProperty.dispose(); 

  if(comboListProperty != null) comboListProperty.dispose(); 

  if(btnDraw != null) btnDraw.dispose(); 

  if(btnDerive != null) btnDerive.dispose(); 

  if(btnEdit != null) btnEdit.dispose(); 

  if(btnClearMemo != null) btnClearMemo.dispose(); 

  /*================End of Running Environment================*/ 

 }//construct 

  

 @Override 

 public void widgetDisposed(DisposeEvent e) { //when the window is disposed 

  // TODO Auto-generated method stub 

  new ActionSaveReq(this); //save a result automatically 

 }//method 
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 /** 

  * Setup palette (properties) 

  * @param combo 

  */ 

 private void setupPalette(Combo combo) { 

  palettte = new DM_ERD().getPalette(); 

  String[] items = new String[7]; 

  items[0] = "Palette"; 

  items[1] = "Entity Info"; 

  items[2] = "Attribute Info"; 

  items[3] = "Relationship Info"; 

  items[4] = "Constraint Info"; 

  items[5] = "Process Info"; 

  items[6] = "Calculation Info"; 

  combo.setItems(items); 

 }//method 

 

 /** 

  * Setup palette (element information) 

  * @param combo 

  */ 

 private void setupPaletteList(Combo combo) { 

  palettte = new DM_ERD().getPalette(); 

  String[] items = new String[8]; 

  items[0] = "Sort"; 

  items[1] = "Entity Info"; 

  items[2] = "Attribute Info"; 

  items[3] = "Relationship Info"; 

  items[4] = "Constraint Info"; 

  items[5] = "Process Info"; 

  items[6] = "Calculation Info"; 

  items[7] = "Derived Concept"; 

  combo.setItems(items); 

 }//method 

 

 /* auto-generated setters and getters from Eclipse */ 

 public void setResults(ResultSet results) { 

  this.results = results; 

 } 

 public void setRdfRequirement(Model rdfRequirement) { 

  this.rdfRequirement = rdfRequirement; 

 } 

 public void setSolutions(List<QuerySolution> solutions) { 

  this.solutions = solutions; 

 } 

 public List<QuerySolution> getSolutions() { 
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  return solutions; 

 } 

 public ResultSet getResults() { 

  return results; 

 } 

 public Model getRdfRequirement() { 

  return rdfRequirement; 

 } 

 public void setSolutionsCode(List<QuerySolution> solutionsCode) { 

  this.solutionsCode = solutionsCode; 

 } 

 public List<QuerySolution> getSolutionsCode() { 

  return solutionsCode; 

 } 

 public void setResultsCode(ResultSet resultsCode) { 

  this.resultsCode = resultsCode; 

 } 

 public ResultSet getResultsCode() { 

  return resultsCode; 

 } 

 public Model getSchema() { 

  return schema; 

 } 

 public void setSchema(Model schema) { 

  this.schema = schema; 

 } 

 public InfModel getInfModel() { 

  return infModel; 

 } 

 public void setInfModel(InfModel infModel) { 

  this.infModel = infModel; 

 } 

 public MyRDFTable getCodeTable() { 

  return codeTable; 

 } 

 public void setCodeTable(MyRDFTable codeTable) { 

  this.codeTable = codeTable; 

 } 

 public Combo getComboListProperty() { 

  return comboListProperty; 

 } 

 public void setComboListProperty(Combo comboListProperty) { 

  this.comboListProperty = comboListProperty; 

 } 

 public Button getBtnDerive() { 

  return btnDerive; 
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 } 

 public void setBtnDerive(Button btnDerive) { 

  this.btnDerive = btnDerive; 

 } 

 public Button getBtnEdit() { 

  return btnEdit; 

 } 

 public void setBtnEdit(Button btnEdit) { 

  this.btnEdit = btnEdit; 

 } 

 public Button getBtnDraw() { 

  return btnDraw; 

 } 

 public void setBtnDraw(Button btnDraw) { 

  this.btnDraw = btnDraw; 

 } 

 public Property[] getPalette() { 

  return palettte; 

 } 

 public void setPalette(Property[] palette) { 

  this.palettte = palette; 

 } 

 public Display getDisplay() { 

  return display; 

 } 

 public void setDisplay(Display display) { 

  this.display = display; 

 } 

 public Shell getShell() { 

  return shell; 

 } 

 public void setShell(Shell shell) { 

  this.shell = shell; 

 } 

 public MyMenu getMenu() { 

  return menu; 

 } 

 public void setMenu(MyMenu menu) { 

  this.menu = menu; 

 } 

 public MyRDFTable getSenTable() { 

  return senTable; 

 } 

 public void setSenTable(MyRDFTable senTable) { 

  this.senTable = senTable; 

 } 
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 public Text getTxtSentence() { 

  return txtSentence; 

 } 

 public void setTxtSentence(Text txtSentence) { 

  this.txtSentence = txtSentence; 

 } 

 public Text getTxtMemo() { 

  return txtMemo; 

 } 

 public void setTxtMemo(Text txtMemo) { 

  this.txtMemo = txtMemo; 

 } 

 public Combo getComboAnalysisProperty() { 

  return comboAnalysisProperty; 

 } 

 public void setComboAnalysisProperty(Combo comboAnalysisProperty) { 

  this.comboAnalysisProperty = comboAnalysisProperty; 

 } 

 public String getReqFilePath() { 

  return reqFilePath; 

 } 

 public void setReqFilePath(String reqFilePath) { 

  this.reqFilePath = reqFilePath; 

 } 

} 

/*===============================End of Program/*===============================*/ 

 

//#MyApplication.java 

 

//IMPORT============================================== 

import GUI.MainWindow; 

 

/** 

 * **************************************************** 

 * Experiment Tool (Taekyung Kim) 

 * ktk051@snu.ac.kr 

 * Business School Seoul National University 

 * MIS Department 

 *  

 * MyApplication.java 

 * **************************************************** 

 */ 

 

public class Application{ 

 /** 

  * Main program 
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  * @param args 

  */ 

 public static void main(String[] args) { 

  MainWindow window = new MainWindow(); 

 }//main 

}//class 

/*===============================End of 

Program/*===============================*/ 
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11. Appendix C. Task Description 

The following description is a requirement statement of Task 1. The original 

version is written in Korean. 

Design an ER schema for searching movie information. You are required to design 

a conceptual model for a movie database of N company. Your client says that the 

business objective is to provide information services based on the database. Each movie 

has a title and a release date. Also, a movie has information on running time. A 

moviemaker makes a movie and customers will use the information on moviemakers 

and movies altogether to decide preferred movies. Each movie is identified by a movie 

code that is unique. Movies can be classified, such as Horror, Action and Drama. A 

movie can have multiple classification tags. A movie person refers to a human who 

participates in movie production. N company reports that a customer needs information 

on actors, actress and directors. A movie person can take roles. Since a human can have 

multiple roles, movie persons should be able to have multiple roles. For example, 

Sungjoon Ryu was an actor and a director in his 2010 movie. Each movie person has a 

name and a birth date. Also, personal ID uniquely identifies each movie person. Usually, 

N company provides customers with casting information. Customers can look up 

famous lines from the table that is titled “Monthly Casting” from the magazine 

published by N company. CEO wants to make services more flexible via information 

systems; therefore, individual casting information should be identified to provide 

information on a famous line of a certain movie. A famous line has content and an 
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identification number. Some movies share the same story plot. For example, The 

Shepherd Boy has two versions, 1945 and 1990 production in each. Different companies 

have released them; but the story is based on the same detective novel published in 1920. 

N company has a number of PDF files about plots; therefore, a customer can download a 

file if she wants. Finally, a moviemaker has a name and an address. Each moviemaker 

can make more than one movie. Moreover, moviemakers can make one movie 

cooperatively. 

 The following description is a requirement statement of Task 2. The original 

version is written in Korean. 

 Design an ER schema for providing transaction information. You are required 

to design a conceptual model for a company that provides automobile tuning parts. 

Zenka is the leading company that operates a number of tuning shops. The company 

now plans to start a new business that provides automobile tuning parts for other service 

shops. Mr. Kim is the operation manager of Zenka. He says that Zenka has a nice 

directory database that has ZIP codes, addresses, and map images. Zenka’s shops have 

used the directory information system for years. Mr. Kim added that Zenka plans to 

collect information about potential customers so that the database of the directory 

information system can contribute to the new business. He wants to calculate distance 

between the nearest Zenka’s shop and a customer shop, and the result should be visually 

noticeable. Using location information, salespersons can plan the most efficient route to 
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get their things done. Because replacing third-party parts can result in different 

conditions of cars, the salesperson should know effects of applying tuning parts very 

well. Zenka plans to hire a car mechanic as a part-time employee. Each mechanic has a 

name, an address, a cellular phone number and work experiences. Additionally, 

mechanics have their own networks that are needed to share information about proper 

combination of tuning parts. Mr. Kim states that more than 80% of tuning parts 

consumed have supplied through the interpersonal networks; therefore, it is important to 

keep track of them for marketing. The new information system needs to show the list of 

shops that a salesperson can contact with, and the strength of a network should be 

displayed. Customer shops are identified by a ZIP code. Zenka wants to show 

information on CEO, such as a name, an email and phone numbers. Each customer shop 

has an addresses, foundation date and annual sales estimation. Mr. Kim insists that a 

new information system should calculate total and average amount of transaction with 

each shop. He adds that Zenka needs to know how many parts are delivered to shops to 

improve logistic performance in terms of time spans of a day and kinds of parts. A 

transaction data instance shows who buys what and who sells when. Obviously, tuning 

parts should be delivered on time. Zenka plans to buy a warehouse nearby Seoul. Each 

part has its identification number, a name, and manufactured information. The 

warehouse keeps information on the inbound and outbound date and a shelf number for 

a part. Manufactured information consists of manufacture brand and component type. If 

a salesperson wants, the new information system is required to show an image of a part 

and its factory price. Usually, a customer obtains information on turning parts from a 
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professional magazine. For example, Brembo M4 Cast Monoblock is introduced with its 

description, an image and vehicles that adopt the break system.  
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12. Appendix D. Pair-wise Comparison 

The researcher and his instructors attempted to improve the performance of the 

application for evaluation. This application follows a naïve algorithm that uses all 

combinations from the models made by the volunteers, so this can be too stressful for 

the evaluators. For example, 26 volunteers drew 52 models in total. For each task, an 

evaluator had to review 325 combinations per task. We found that at least five minutes 

were required to decide; therefore, one evaluator should spend at least 27 hours in this 

case. Clearly, this is not feasible; therefore, the researcher and his instructors searched 

for alternative mathematical ways to reduce the number of combinations. In the study, 

an algorithmic pair-wise comparison, the MIN-MAX loop was developed and used. In 

this appendix, the method is explained in detail. 

If we have   samples, the total number of comparison is 
 (   )

 
 . Since we have 

20 subjects participated in the actual experiment, an evaluator has to compare 190 pairs 

per task. The number of pairs reduced from 325 to 190. Although the effort of evaluation 

decreased significantly, we were told that the number of 190 pairs per task still 

outnumbered their expectation. The evaluators who had participated in the pilot test 

recommended five persons who were eligible for the main experiment. When we 

presented an evaluation plan, three persons were against the pair-wise comparison 

method because of excessive time consumption. The others argued that total evaluation 

time should not be over four hours per task. In reality, it was impossible to persuade 
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them to share more time. Some persons recommended reducing the size of subjects, 

while others commented that a method of comparison should be reconsidered.  

 

 

Figure ii.1 – MIN-MAX Loop 

Figure ii-1 shows an example of the MIN-MAX loop. The white box represents a 

conceptual model. The number inside a box is a true value that should be obtained after 

evaluation. If we assume that an evaluator is rational, true values can be unveiled from 

pair-wise comparison. The left side in Figure ii-1 shows two vertical sets of conceptual 

models. The first loop continues until the conceptual model of the first ranking in the 

control group is not preferred. In this case, the black filled box marks the index. The 

middle set in Figure ii-1 shows the second loop. The comparison is terminated when the 
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box numbered five is compared with the box numbered six because those are already 

compared. As the right side in Figure ii-1 represents, the process is finished when all 

values are revealed. Consequently, the total number of pair-wise comparison is 

2 ×
 (   )

 ×(   )
+ 3+ 3 + 1 = 19. If we do not use the partial information on groups, the 

total number reaches 
  (    )

 (   )
= 45 . Theoretically, the efficiency of using partial 

information can be calculated by subtracting the number of actual comparison from the 

number of total combination. If we divide participants in equal size ( ), the maximum 

value of efficiency is   − 1, and the minimum is zero.  

   :	  
2 
2
 − 2  

 
2
 − 1 =

2 (2 − 1)

2
−  ( − 1) − 1 =   − 1 

   :	  
2 
2
 − 2  

 
2
 −   =

2 (2 − 1)

2
−  ( − 1) −   = 0 

Therefore, if the presumption that the experimental group is likely to outperform 

the control group is true, an evaluator compares pairs 91 times per task. Using the 

samples from the pilot test, we found that an evaluator felt comfortable to use the 

method we developed. This opinion was definitely helpful to persuade practitioners. 
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문  

개 적  러 :  

어떻게 조건에 한 해  피할  

 태 경 

울 학  경 학 

 개  , 그러나 독립적  에   본 학  문에  나는 

근거 연  개 적  링에 한 적  가능  조사한다. 개 

객체- 계 다 어그램에 점   개 적  링  비  지난 삼십 

 간 연 들  심  끄는 주제 지만, 어떻게 링 동  지적 

해  향상시킬 것 가에 한 하고 적  연 과는 족한 실정

다. 본 학  문  가  리 들여지고 는 질적 연   

함   같  문제에 한 해답  제시하고  한다. 

첫 째 에 는  그리고 어떻게 근거 연 적 접근  정보 시스  

개  향상시킬 수 는지   하 는 적  쓰여졌다. 정보 시스

 개  비 니스  전략적  달 하  한 한  식 어 

다. 많  개  들과 프 젝트 리 들  제시 어 나 실

 우리  합리적  상 하는 실정 다. 가  심각한 문제는 사

들  실제  가능한 시스  제시 고 나  비  가 제  
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지 다는 점  지한다는 사실 다.  에  통해 나는 사  

사항  해할 가능  심각하게 고 해  한다는 점  한다. 정보 

시스  실 에 한 연  사항 료  에 한 연   나

는 당 한 도  할  사물들  해하는  지나 게 점  맞춰

진 , 해  가능 에 한 고 는 족함  견했다. 에 한 처 

 나는 해  고 해  가능  는 적  가진 가  

하고, 보수적  질적 연  점  근거  연  살펴보 다. 본 에

는 어떻게 근거  연 적 접근  정보 시스  공학 들  돕도  

할 것 가에 한 연  과제들  제시하  끝  맺는다. 

 째 에 는  실험적 찰  수행 함  근거  연 적 

접근 ,  제시   전략들  적  가능  평가한다. 개 적 링  

공적  업 정보 시스  개  한 한 동 다.  연  적  

개 적 링에 근거  연  지  비  적 할 수 는 가능 에 

해 평가하는 것 다.  적  수하  해, 나는 심 러들  훈

시키고 그들   그룹  나누어 적  과  평가하 다. 실험 결과는 

지  비   보다  경험  많  러가 개   적절하다고 

들 는 비  여 다는 사실  보여 다. 한, 숙하지  도  

지식  할  통제 집단  보다  어 움  겪는 , 실험 그룹  어

움   과적  다룰 수 었다. 그뿐만 니라, 지  비   개

적 링  한  료 시간  감 시 다. 
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마지막 에 는 과 학습 에 하여 개 적  링프

스  개 하  한‘개 ’라는 새 운  개  제 한다. 

원래 근거  실  에 뿌리   사  과학  미한다. 근

거  연    조건 나 시스  개  해 고  

것  니라는 사실   해  한다. 한, 시스  개 들 나 

 러  능숙한 근거  연  훈 시키는 것  실 적  해답  

니다.  같  사실에 근거하여 본 에 에 ,  개   개

들,  집  강  제 개  포함하는  개  개 가 새

 제 었다. 집  강  제 개  과  지 적  비

라는 근거  연   전략과 접한  가지고 다. 실

험 결과는 제   컨  실행하는 것  개  링  과  향

상시킬 수 다는 점  보여 다. 본 연  통해 근거  연  지  

비   사하는 접근  정적  결과  낳  수 다는 사실  

견할 수 었다.  같  결과   개 적  러들  지

원하  한 새 운, 보다  나  정보 술 공물  끌어 낼 수  

것  다. 

키워드: 개 적  링, 링 과정, 시스  개  

학 : 2008-30152 
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